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Abstract
As the Web continues to increase both in size and complexity, Web search
is a ubiquitous service that allows users to find all kind of information, re-
sources, and activities. However, as the Web evolves so do the needs of
the users. Nowadays, users have more complex interests that go beyond
of the traditional informational queries. Thus, it is important for Web-
search engines, not only to continue answering effectively informational
and navigational queries, but also to be able to identify and provide accu-
rate results for new types of queries.

This Ph.D. thesis aims to analyze the impact of the query intent in the
search behavior of the users. In order to achieve this, we first study the be-
havior of users with different types of query intent on search engine result
pages (SERP), using eye tracking techniques. Our study shows that the
query intent of the user affects all the decision process in the SERP. Users
with different query intent prefer different type of search results (organic,
sponsored), they attend to different main areas of interest (title, snippet,
URL, image) and focus on search results with different ranking position.
To be able to accurately identify the intent of the user query is an im-
portant issue for search engines, as this will provide useful elements that
allow them adapting their results to changing user behaviors and needs.
Therefore, in this thesis we propose a method to identify automatically
the intent behind user queries. Our hypothesis is that the performance
of single-faceted classification of queries can be improved by introducing
information of multi-faceted training samples into the learning process.
Hence, we study a wide set of facets that can be considered for the char-
acterization of the query intent of the user and we investigate whether
combining multiple facets can improve the predictability of these facets.
Our experimental results show that this idea can significantly improve the
quality of the classification. Since most of previous works in query intent
classification are oriented to the study of single facets, these results are a
first step to an integrated query intent classification model.
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Resumen
A medida que la Web sigue creciendo, tanto en tamaño como en comple-
jidad, la búsqueda Web llega a ser un servicio ubicuo que permite a los
usuarios encontrar todo tipo de información, recursos y actividades. Sin
embargo, ası́ como la Web evoluciona también lo hacen las necesidades
de los usuarios. Hoy en dı́a, los usuarios tienen intereses más complejos
que van más allá de las tradicionales consultas informacionales. Por lo
tanto, es importante para los motores de búsqueda Web, no solo contin-
uar respondiendo efectivamente las consultas informacionales y navega-
cionales, sino también identificar y proveer resultados precisos para los
nuevos tipos de consultas.

El objetivo de esta tesis es analizar el impacto de la intención de la
consulta en el comportamiento de búsqueda de los usuarios. Para lo-
grar esto, primero estudiamos el comportamiento de usuarios con difer-
entes intenciones en las páginas de resultados de motores de búsqueda
(SERP). Nuestro estudio muestra que la intención de la consulta afecta
todo el proceso de decisión en la SERP. Los usuarios con diferentes in-
tenciones prefieren resultados de búsqueda diferentes (orgánicos, patroci-
nados), miran diferentes áreas de interés (tı́tulo, snippet, URL, imagen)
y se concentran en resultados con diferente posición en el ranking. Iden-
tificar automáticamente la intención de la consulta aportarı́a elementos
valiosos que permitirán a los sistemas de búsqueda adaptar sus resultados
a los comportamientos cambiantes del usuario. Por esto, esta tesis pro-
pone un método para identificar automáticamente la intención detrás de
la consulta. Nuestra hipótesis es que el rendimiento de la clasificación
de consultas basada en facetas simples puede ser mejorado con la intro-
ducción de ejemplos multi-faceta en el proceso de aprendizaje. Por lo
tanto, estudiamos un grupo amplio de facetas e investigamos si la combi-
nación de facetas puede mejorar su predictibilidad. Nuestros resultados
muestran que esta idea puede mejorar significativamente la calidad de la
clasificación. Dado que la mayorı́a de trabajos previos están orientados al
estudio de facetas individuales, estos resultados son un primer paso hacia
un modelo integrado de clasificación de la intención de la consulta.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, the World Wide Web (Web) has been contin-
uously growing, and it has become an indispensable tool that has perme-
ated many aspects of the daily life of people. This rapid growth of the
Web has resulted in an exponential growth of the data and information
that can be found online. Thus, nowadays, the Web users have access to
more information and more resources than they ever had. On the other
hand, the capacity for producing information exceeds the human capac-
ity for processing it. The need to examine large quantities of information
in a limited period of time can cause the phenomenon known as infor-
mation overload. This phenomenon can affect, among other aspects, the
decision-making processes when people search for information [27, 47].
In their study, Farhoomand and Drury [30] identified that the major fac-
tors that lead to information overload are the following: excessive volume
of information, difficulty or impossibility of processing it, irrelevance or
non-importance of most of it, lack of time to understand it, and multiple
sources containing the same information. To deal with this phenomenon
of information overload information-retrieval techniques have gained a
great deal of attention among scientists in academia and industry. Web
information-retrieval systems appear as bridges between the users and the
overwhelming amount of data and information contained in the Web.
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According to Belkin and Croft [13], research in information retrieval
can be classified in three main categories: text representation, design of
retrieval techniques, and acquisition of information needs. Most of the
initial and current research, has been concentrated in the first two cat-
egories. Many alternatives that explore diverse features and sources of
information have been proposed in the area of representation of text and
multimedia resources [62, 89, 82, 54, 8, 85, 41]. In the same way, we can
find a plethora of research on information-retrieval techniques, ranging
from the classic models (boolean models, vector-space model, probabilis-
tic indexing, etc. [92, 28, 76, 102]) to more recent approaches that aim to
take advantage of the underlying semantic relationships of the Web re-
source collection [90, 74, 73, 24]. Both text representation and design of
retrieval techniques, are critical components of the information retrieval
process and hence they have been well studied. However, despite all the
advances in these two areas, information retrieval would be meaningless
if the third main area of research, acquisition of information needs, is not
well developed.

The main objective of any information-retrieval system (including
Web-search systems), is to satisfy the needs of the users. The user is a cru-
cial factor in the information retrieval process. For this reason, research
on acquisition of user needs is necessary and must be taken into account in
the planning and implementation of all processes in information-retrieval
systems. But, what is meant by “user need” in an information retrieval
system? If we think that the needs of the users are the target of every
information retrieval system, then we should review the goal definitions
of the information retrieval systems. Although there is not an unique con-
cept, most of the definitions share some commonalities. Some of the most
popular goals that are used to describe information-retrieval systems are
the following:

“The goal of an information retrieval system is to locate relevant docu-
ments in response to a user’s query” [60].

“The goal of information retrieval systems is to extract documents that
best match a query” [70].
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“The primary goal of an information retrieval system is to retrieve all
the documents that are relevant to the user query” [3].

The definitions above imply that the general goal of an information-
retrieval system is to retrieve relevant documents in order to give answer
to a query. We can say that in this context, the user need, in some way, is
reduced to the words that the user choose to express her/his need. Tradi-
tional Web-retrieval systems and a big proportion of modern IR systems
have worked with this conception of user need. However, as it was early
stated by Belkin, Oddy and Brooks [12], the most general situation is
that the user facing with a problem, recognizes her/his state knowledge is
inadequate for resolving that problem (Anomalous State of Knowledge–
ASK), and decides that obtaining information about the problem area is
an appropriate means towards its resolution. Some times the user is able
to specify precisely what information is required for the resolution of the
problem, but the common situation is that the user does not know, and ac-
tually the user is using the Web-search system in an exploratory manner.
In this situation, it appears obvious that the query is not the best descrip-
tor of what the user needs. In order to really help the user, it would be
more useful if the Web-search system attempts to determine the need un-
derlying the user query than to ask the user to specify in some few words
her/his need to the system. Thus, the real goal of a Web-search system
is more concerned with the resolution of a problematic situation (derived
from an ASK) than with the resolution of a simple query.

Hence, Web-search systems are evolving from a content-centric de-
sign (mainly keyword based) to a user-centric design. A new generation
of Web-search engines, whose main challenge is to interpret properly the
problems of the users (instead of answer single queries) and to be able
to give right and comprehensive answers to these problems, is emerging.
Several studies have begun to outline this new generation of Web-search
systems [103, 93, 15]. To address the new challenges that the complex
needs of the users pose to Web search systems, are needed more and better
methods for inferring and characterizing the intent behind the user query,
as well as mechanisms that directly address the appropriate content for
that intent.
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Figure 1.1: Model of Web search system using multi-faceted classifica-
tion of query intent.

Attending to the crucial requirement of the modern Web-search en-
gines to a deeper understanding of the intent of the user queries, this Ph.D.
thesis aims to analyze the impact of the query intent in the search behavior
of the users. Additionally, a method to identify automatically the intent
behind user queries is proposed. The thesis addresses the problem in a
comprehensive way. First, we present an analysis of the implications of
identifying the intent of a user query. This analysis shows how the behav-
ior of the user changes according to the intent of the query and it suggests
that the search results should be adapted to this intent. Next, we explore
a first model to the automatic classification of the query intent based on
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two perspectives, the type of resource and the topic category associated
to the query. Finally, we study a wide set of facets that can be considered
for the characterization of the query intent of the user. Then, we auto-
matically classify queries into these facets, using a multi-faceted classifi-
cation model. We discuss how this approach can be used to improve the
Web-search performance and provide search results that are closer to real
problems of the users.

As we mentioned before, one of the current problems with the ac-
quisition of user needs in Web-search systems is that normally, the user
is unable to specify in the few words of the query what is her/his real
need. One option to deal with this problem is by learning from the past
user search behavior using supervised learning methods and query logs.
Query logs register the history of queries submitted to the search tool,
and the pages selected, among other data [4]. The query may be the result
of an anomalous state of knowledge, but a document (or a Web page) is
a representation of a coherent state of knowledge. So, it is possible to
use the information of the set of Web pages selected for a query, stored in
query logs, to build a better representation of the user query. The enriched
query representations together with labeled samples that connect queries
with particular facets, would allow a better description of the intent of
the query and hence a better selection and presentation of search results.
Figure 1.1 shows a description of a Web search system based on this idea.
In the figure we observe how the query goes first through a process of
identifying the intent and then whether it goes to the retrieval of related
Web resources. The query intent also affects the process of presentation
of search results, as the search engine result page (SERP) is adapted to the
intent of the query. In general, the suggestion is that the system begins
with the identification of the intent of the query and that the rest of the
processes take into account this intent.

A key difference of our work is to treat the problem of query intent
identification as a multi-faceted problem. We provide an extensive ex-
perimental evaluation showing that the combination of facets proposed in
this thesis can significantly improve the results of the query intent clas-
sification process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
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that explores automatic multi-faceted classification of user’s query intent.
Previous work has considered the multi-faceted classification of the query
intent an open research problem [49].

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• Chapter 3: Through a study based on eye tracking techniques, we
analyze the user-browsing behavior in search engine results pages.
We study whether this behavior is different for queries with differ-
ent query intent. The results show that the query intent affects all
the decision process in the SERP. These findings are useful to con-
firm that to identify the intent of the user query could improve the
user search experience. The research findings are also useful for
other areas related with Web search, like search-engine marketing.
As result of this research two papers have been published:

– User Behavior in Search Engine Result Pages: A study based
on Eye-tracking (original in Spanish), in El Profesional de la
Información, 2010. With M. C. Marcos [66].

– Different Users and Intents: An Eye-tracking Analysis of Web
Search, in User modeling for web applications. A workshop
at WSDM’2011. With M. C. Marcos [34].

• Chapter 4: We introduce a model for automatic query intent classi-
fication based on two facets, the type of resource of the query and
the topic category. Our results show the feasibility of the automatic
classification of queries in more than one facet. We also show that
describe the query intent with two facets provide a more compre-
hensive reference of the intent of the user. This work was published
in the paper:

– The Intention Behind Web Queries, in 13th Edition of
the Symposium on String Processing and Information Re-
trieval, SPIRE’2006. With R. Baeza-Yates and L. Calderón-
Benavides [5].
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• Chapter 5: We study, analyze, and characterize a wide range of
facets involved in the establishment of the intent the user query.
We outline the relationships that exist among these facets as well
as their contribution in the task of recognizing accurately the user
intent in Web search. The results of this study were published in:

– Towards a Deeper Understanding of the User’s Query In-
tent, in Query representation and understanding. A work-
shop at SIGIR’2010. With R. Baeza-Yates and L. Calderón-
Benavides [17].

– Web Queries: The Tip of the Iceberg of User’s Intent, in User
modeling for web applications. A workshop at WSDM’2011.
With R. Baeza-Yates and L. Calderón-Benavides [33].

• Chapter 6: We also investigate whether combining information of
multiple facets can improve the predictability of the facets. We
compare the results of multi-faceted classification with the conven-
tional faceted classification to determine if the combination of re-
lated facets can improve the identification of the intent of the user
queries. Our experimental results show that this idea can signifi-
cantly improve the quality of the classification. Since most of pre-
vious works in query intent classification are oriented to the study
of single facets, these results are a first step to an integrated query
intent classification model. The results of this study were included
in the paper:

– A Multi-faceted Approach to Query Intent Classification.
Submitted and accepted as full paper in 18th edition of the
Symposium on String Processing and Information Retrieval,
SPIRE’2011. With R. Baeza-Yates [32].

The processing of the data sets used in this thesis, as well as the de-
signing of the facets considered for the description of the intent of the
queries are part of a joint work that was done with Liliana Calderón-
Benavides. In particular a comparison of our results and extensions have
been recently submitted to a journal paper:
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• A Comparative Study of Machine Learning Techniques Applied
to Query Intent Prediction. Submitted. With R. Baeza-Yates, L.
Calderón-Benavides, D. Dubhashi and L. Tansini.

This Ph.D. thesis is organized into seven chapters, each of one present-
ing different aspects of the developing of the objective of the thesis. Each
chapter is based on one or more published articles, which have been ex-
tended with the purpose to offer a more comprehensive view of the work.
In Chapter 2 we make a review of the work related with this research.
Chapter 3 presents an eye tracking study that analyzes the user brows-
ing behavior in search engine results pages with the objective of detect
factors that influence how users gaze different areas on a SERP during
search tasks. This study shows that the intent of the query influences the
search behavior of the user, hence, in Chapter 4, we explore the feasibility
of automatic query intent prediction. The results of this first approach of
automatic classification of the queries are promising, since they show it
is possible to classify the queries according to their intent. Based on this
reults, in Chapter 5 we introduce a deeper analysis of the intent of the
user queries in order to obtain a more accurate description of the query
intent. We study a set of nine facets that are useful to the identification
of the intent of the query. We analyze the relationships among this group
of facets, as well as the contribution of each facet into the task of iden-
tify the intent of the user query. In Chapter 6 we explore the feasibility
of automatic faceted-classification. We perform single-facet and multi-
facet classification of queries. Then, we compare the performance of the
two classification methods. The results of these experiments as well as
the discussion of the results are described in this chapter. Finally, Chap-
ter 7 presents the conclusions, an outlook of this work and its potential
improvements.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

In recent years, there have been a growing interest in understanding the
underlying intent of the Web search queries. However, due to the natural
diversity of the needs and behavior of the users, capture all the character-
istics involved in the query intent it has not been an easy task. According
to Cool and Belkin [19], users engage in multiple information seeking be-
havior within the context of accomplishing a single task. Therefore, it is
important to have Web-search systems able to support multiple informa-
tion seeking behaviors, and multiple interactions with the information. In
this direction, many efforts have been devoted in trying to understand the
intent of user queries. The understanding of user queries has been con-
ducted from different perspectives, in this chapter we discuss an excerpt
of the most important ones.

A relevant line of research has focused on the classification of queries
regarding the type of resource associated with the queries. In this case,
most of the works follow the taxonomy introduced by Broder in 2002
[14]. In this work, three types of search intents are identified: naviga-
tional, informational, and transactional. Navigational queries were de-
fined as those intended to reach a particular site that the user has in
mind. Informational queries are intended to find information on a spe-
cific topic and transactional queries are intended to find sites where some
kind of interaction will be carry out. Based on the manual classification
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of 400 queries from a commercial query log, Broder reported 48% of
informational queries, 20% of navigational queries and 30% of transac-
tional queries. An interesting observation of the study is that although
the proposed taxonomy is concerned with only one facet of the query in-
tent (type of resource), some other facets are mentioned indirectly. For
instance, the research recognizes that transactional queries are associated
with particular topic-categories, like shopping or entertainment.

Rose and Levinson [81] presented a fine-grained taxonomy for search
queries, based on Broder’s taxonomy. In this taxonomy, the authors con-
sidered that the entries within transactional category could be classified
into more subclasses. So they replaced ‘transactional category’ with ‘re-
source category’ and they also added hierarchical sub-categories for infor-
mational and resource categories. A set of approximately 1,500 queries
from a commercial search engine were manually labeled using a query
classification tool that provided information about the query, the results
returned by the search engine for that query, the results clicked by the
users and some additional information about the user’s actions. As the
taxonomy of Rose and Levinson has more categories, the manual clas-
sification results show that the query intent goes beyond just getting in-
formation resources. Nearly 40% of the queries were non informational,
with categories like ‘download’, ‘obtain’ or ‘interact’.

Based on the early taxonomies of Broder and Rose and Levinson,
many works have attempted automatic classification of queries. A group
of studies worked on the classification of informational and navigational
queries, without to consider transactional queries. Although these works
are relevant because they present different approaches to automatic classi-
fication of queries, they were not classifying transactional queries, which
according with Broder, must be one of the most relevant and interesting
type of queries. Kang and Kim [58] presented one of the first approaches
that implemented automatic classification of queries. They classified
queries into informational (topic relevance task) and navigational (home
page finding task) categories. The automatic classification was made us-
ing a combination of features: part-of-speech tags information and usage
rate of query terms in anchor texts. Although they provide classifica-
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tion results based on the individual features, the best performance clas-
sification is reached with combination of features where they got 91.7%
precision and a 61.5% recall. Lee, Liu and Cho [61] also automatically
classified queries into informational and navigational categories. The au-
tomatic classification of this work is based on two features: anchor link
distribution and user click behavior. They used a data set of 50 queries
collected from computer science students at a US university. Best results
are reported with a combination of the proposed features: 90% preci-
sion. Although this work identified occurrence of ambiguous queries, and
even suggested that these type of queries could be recognized using topic
categories, automatic classification for ambiguous queries is not imple-
mented. Using a test set of 233 queries extracted from a Chinese search
engine log, Liu et al. [64] automatically classified navigational and trans-
actional queries. For the automatic classification of queries they used a
decision tree classification algorithm and two features derived from click
through data, with precision and recall values of 80%.

Another group of works classified queries using the original Broder’s
taxonomy, informational, navigational and transactional. Jansen, Booth
and Spink [48] present an automatic classification method based on at-
tributes of each type of query, using a decision tree approach. Although
they processed a large query log of a million and half queries, they based
the effectiveness measures on the evaluation of only 400 queries. The dis-
tribution of queries into categories of their results, differs from the earlier
works. While Broder estimated informational queries between 39% and
48%, Jansen et al., stated that the percentage of these type of queries is
above 80%. It is a big difference if we consider that with the diversity
of the current Web resources, people are not only interested in informa-
tion, instead they are moving to other kinds of resources like multi-media
content. Mendoza and Zamora [68] used three different vector represen-
tations of queries based on click through data. They then use these vec-
tor representations to automatically classify informational, navigational
and transactional queries through support vector machines. For this work
Mendoza et al., processed a query log of 594,564 queries. From this data-
set, the top-2000 most frequent queries were manually classified into the
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three types of query and posteriorly used to test the effectiveness of the au-
tomatic classification of queries. The best results were obtained with two
vector representations, representation based on descriptive text and clicks
and representation based on descriptive text, reading time and clicks, in
both cases the average precision for the three query intent categories was
of 0.89. More recently, Herrera et al. [42], also explored a variety of fea-
tures for the representation of queries and they tested the affectivity of
these features in the task of automatically classify informational, naviga-
tional and transactional queries. The results of this study suggested that
query popularity is a good feature to incorporate in the representation of
queries for automatic classification. The best classification results were
obtained for transactional queries.

Overall, the research works that classify queries according to the type
of resource, are good approaches to automatic classification of queries.
They are mainly concentrated in the study of best features to represent the
queries in order to obtain better classification results. These works present
methods to automatically classify queries into the individual categories
of Broder’s taxonomy. However, despite that this taxonomy has around
ten years of proposed, there are not many studies attempting to perform
deeper analysis of it. Studies analyzing the relationship between the cat-
egories or using fine-grained categories like those proposed by Rose and
Levinson for informational and resource queries, are not common.

Other approaches to identify query intent include classifying queries
based on the topic. Topical associations of queries are important because
they allow to place the queries in a particular context. There are sev-
eral studies in the literature that deal with the automatic classification of
queries into topic categories. For instance, in 2005 the ACM Conference
on Knowledge and Data Discovery (KDD) devoted its annual competi-
tion known as the KDD Cup to the task of topical query categorization
[63]. The dataset provided for the competition consisted of 800,000 Web
queries, and 67 possible categories, with each category pertaining to a
specific topic. Each participant was to classify all queries into as many
as five categories. An evaluation set was created by having three human
assessors independently judge 800 queries that were randomly selected
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from the sample of 800,000. On average, the assessors assigned each
query to 3.2 categories for their judgments. In all, there were 37 classi-
fication runs submitted by 32 individual teams. The winner solution was
the presented by Shen et al. [83]. For the automatic topic classification
they used an ensemble-search based on the combination of two type of
classifiers: synonym-based classifiers which uses the category informa-
tion associated with Web pages collected for each query and statistical
classifiers in which support vector machine (SVM) is employed. The av-
erage precision reached by the participants of the competition was 0.24
(0.75 max). Shen et al.presented an improved version of their winning
solution in [84]. Another significant works in this line are those presented
by Beitzel et al. [10, 11]. These works explored the automatic classifi-
cation of queries into topic categories combining multiple classifiers, in-
cluding exact lookup and partial matching in databases of manually clas-
sified frequent queries, linear models trained by supervised learning and
an approach based on mining selectional preferences from a large unla-
beled query log.

Another approaches that have explored alternative facets for query in-
tent classification include: geographic locality [57], time sensitivity [69],
and ambiguity [94]. However, each of these works has been restricted to
the analysis of only one facet. Meanwhile, there have been few works
attempting to classify query intent in more than one facet. Inguen and
Kat [72] analyzed a set of four facets (ambiguity, authority sensitivity,
temporal sensitivity and spatial sensitivity). However, despite that they
presented a query log analysis of the four facets, they only provided au-
tomatic classification results for one of the facets: authority sensitivity.
They based their automatic classification results on a reduced set of 50
queries and they excluded from the analysis the ambiguous queries. The
best precision result obtained with the automatic classification for the
facet authority sensitivity was 0.79.

The research presented in this thesis differs from the related work
in several aspects. First of all, we analyze more than one facet (until
nine facets) and we study the relationships between these facets and how
these facets can be combined in order to obtain a better description of
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the query intent. We also characterize and evaluate the predictability of
the ambiguous queries. Although other works have considered ambigu-
ous queries, they have made this in an isolated way, that is, they have not
contrasted ambiguous queries with other type of queries as we do in this
work. Additionally, although most of the approaches presented until now
have used supervised learning methods in their automatic query classifi-
cations, none of this works have tried to predict simultaneously several
facet-values for a same query. They only implemented automatic classi-
fication of query intent based on the information of individual facets. In
this thesis we present a multi-faceted approach for query intent classifica-
tion that shows that outperforms significantly the results of the traditional
single-label classification.

We introduce details about the state of the art of more specific topics
along the rest of chapters of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

THE RELEVANCE OF THE
UNDERLYING QUERY
INTENT: AN EYE-TRACKING
APPROACH

Searching for information is not as a straightforward process as people
would like it to be. Web search engines offer multiple types of searches
and produce long lists of results. However, despite the diversity and com-
plexity of the information-seeking process [88, 101], the web-search in-
terface and web-search-results presentation are usually the same for all
the queries. The particularities associated with each kind of information
need and the intents behind them are not considered. A better under-
standing of the user behavior during the search process is needed in order
to determine which is the impact of the intent behind the query into the
user’s decision-making process.

This chapter presents an eye tracking study that analyzes both of the
following aspects: the user browsing behavior in search engine results
pages (SERBS) as well as whether this behavior is different for queries
with an informational, navigational and transactional intent. The study
considers a diverse set of variables that influence the scanning behavior
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of the users. The main goal is to detect factors that influence how users
gaze different areas on a SERP during search tasks.

The results show that the query intent affects all the decision process
in the SERP. Users with different intent preferred different type of search
results, they attended to different main areas of interest and focused on
search results with different ranking position.

After presenting an overview of the related work on web search user
behavior (Section 3.1), we give a description of the methodology of the
study (Section 3.2). We then provide an analysis and discussion of factors
influencing the ocular behavior of the users on SERBS (Section 3.3). Fi-
nally a summary of the implications of the results is presented in Section
3.4.

3.1 Related Work

Most of the previous research on user search behavior analysis have
been focused on log files, mouse tracking and clickthrough data. Log
files can give useful information about the user behavior in SERBS
[7, 67, 52, 100, 56] but have a main limitation: they can reveal what
users click but not what they look. Mouse tracking and clickthrough tools
capture, partially, the search actions of the users [55, 37, 39, 38] but they
entail lack of information if the user is just browsing and not moving the
mouse. Searching implies both mental and physical actions. There are
many activities of the search process that do not involve interacting di-
rectly with the search interface. If the users are experiencing problems to
find what they are looking, they might not click or type, but instead they
might scan the screen or read carefully a piece of information.

Eye tracking is a promising technique that appears as one of the best
current alternatives to study user behavior in SERBS. The reason is that
eye-tracking mechanisms register the gaze activity of the users. Gaze-
related activities represent the instances in which most of the information
acquisition and processing occurs [80]. Because of these reasons, there
are several works that have analyzed the user search behavior through
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the eye tracking technique. The first eye tracking studies applied to web
search were focused exclusively on organic results: Pan et al. [75] ana-
lyzed different factors that might affect the viewing behavior of the users
such as gender and site type, which were factors that shown to have influ-
ence in the behavior of the users. Joachims et al. [55] studied how users
browse the abstracts of a SERP and how users select the associated links;
the clicks on search results were assumed as implicit feedback and were
compared with the explicit relevance judgments of the users. Cutrell and
Guan [21] experimented with changes in the presentation of search re-
sults, specifically, they modified the size of the snippets and reported the
effects of these changes for queries with two types of intent. Only few
studies have evaluated both types of results offered by search engines,
organic and sponsored results; and most of these studies are based on
log files and clickthrough data [50, 48, 22]. Although, Busher et al. [16]
analyze organic and sponsored results with eye tracking technique, the
research is specially oriented to sponsored results.

Some of the studies that analyze user behavior on SERBS have in-
cluded the intent of user query in their analysis. These works compare
only two possible intents; the most popular combinations are: informa-
tional vs. navigational [35, 55, 21, 37, 16, 2], followed by informational
vs transactional [97, 95, 39] and in some particular cases, navigational vs
non navigational [22] or commercial vs non commercial [44].

On the other hand, the study of more fine-grained analysis of user-
search behavior has received considerably less attention. Studies with
specific AOIs labeled by each single search result, further than organic
and sponsored areas, are not common. Busher et al. [16] labeled three
AOIs (title, snippet and url) but did not present results for these areas;
Hotchpot [44] also labeled AOIs, but did not present the fixation data; and
finally Cutrell et al.[21] mainly focused on snippets and do not analyze
the other areas.

To the best of our knowledge, no study about user behavior in SERBS
using eye tracking and considering the intent behind the query has com-
bined all the elements that are included in this research: both types of
search results (organic and sponsored results), four special areas of inter-
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ests for each single search result (title, snippet, url and image) and the
position in the ranked list of the search results.

3.2 Experimental Design and Procedure
The study analyzes the ocular behavior on SERBS using eye tracking met-
rics in order to obtain evidence about how eye movement is determined
by the intention behind queries. We have run an experiment in which 58
participants had to complete six tasks using Googly or Yahoo! search
engines.

3.2.1 Tasks

We designed eighteen questions, eleven questions (61%) with informa-
tional intent: the users had to find some specific information about a con-
crete item; three questions (17%) with navigational intent: the users had
to find a specific Web page; and four questions (21%) with transactional
intent: the users had to find a Web page where performing an action. The
proportion of queries for each intention is based on the results of previous
works [14, 81, 49] which reveal that more than half of the total number of
queries in search engines are informational and around 25% are naviga-
tional and transactional.

In order to avoid specialization bias, the questions were designed
about topics of common interests of the people. Table 3.1 shows a sam-
ple of three search tasks and their respective queries (original in Spanish).
In total, the users performed 348 tasks: 216 with informational intent,
58 with navigational intent and 74 with transactional intent. Half of the
queries were run in Googly and the other half in Yahoo!.

3.2.2 Web Search Sessions

At the beginning of the experiment the users were informed about the
purpose and the procedure of the study. Next, they filled a survey about
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Query Intent Search Task Query example

Informational
Which is the timetable of the horrid Louvre

Louvre Museum in Paris?

Navigational
Find the official web page of ayuntamiento

the Grandma Town Hall de Granada

Transactional
Find a web page where you can hotel Granada

book a room in a hotel in Grandma

Table 3.1: Sample of search tasks used in our study.

demographic information, level of studies, use of Internet and skills in us-
ing search engines. Afterwards, the eye tracker was calibrated. Then, the
participants started with the search tasks using the search engine as they
normally would. For each task, we provided the participants with a writ-
ten task description in a previous screen. After reading the description,
the participants pressed a “continue” button to begin the task in a search
engine that the researchers had selected. In order to obtain comparable
data, all the users worked on the same first search result page. The first
SERP of each query was cached locally, and then this SERP was showed
to the users to start the search process. From here on, participants were
free to interact with search results.

The tasks were considered finished when the user navigated to a web
page clicking on the SERP or after five minutes browsing the SERP. The
experiment took about half an hour per participant. During the time of
task’s performance, eye tracking equipment was used to follow eye move-
ment of the users throughout the SERP. Data about individual eye move-
ment and overall behavior were collected.

3.2.3 Apparatus

The device used for measuring eye movements was a Torii T120 Eye
Tracker. The eye tracker is integrated into a 17” TAFT monitor (Figure
3.1). The tracker illuminates the user with two near infrared projections
to generate reflection patterns on the corneas of the user. A video camera
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Figure 3.1: Subject with eye tracking apparatus.

then gathers these reflection patterns as well as the stance of the user.
Digital image processing is then carried out for extracting the pupils from
the video signal. The system tracks pupil location and pupil width at the
rate of 50 Hz. The resolution of the tracker is 1280x1024. The system
allows free head motion in a cube of 30x15x20 cm at 60 cm from tracker.
Logging of gaze data and maps were done by the software Torii Studio
Enterprise Edition, version 1.2. Figure 3.2 shows a screen of the interface
of Torii software showing a participant’s scanpath map.

3.2.4 Participants

Participants were people with a diverse range of professions, background
and education levels (undergraduate student was the minimum education
level). In total, fifty eight (58) people participated in the study, 25 men and
33 women. The average age of the participants was 28 years in a range
of 18 to 61 years. All participants were moderately experienced at Web
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Figure 3.2: Screen of Eye-Tracker Software.

search, 45% of the people use the computer between 6 to 10 hours per
day and all of them reported that they searched the Web for information
at least once at week. None of them had experience using an eye-tracker.

3.2.5 Measures

Since all SERBS have similar elements, we created common areas of in-
terest (AOI). AOIs are specific rectangular areas that contain lookzones of
potential interest to the users. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of AOIs
that we made in the SERP. First of all, we distinguished two main areas:
organic results and sponsored links. As sponsored links are in two zones
of the interface, we have done another division: ads on the top and on the
side. Eventually, for each single search result, we have labeled four AOIs:
title, snippet, URL and image.
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In order to explore the determinants of ocular behavior on web pages,
the study incorporates an analysis of two dependent variables: fixation
frequency and fixation duration. Fixations represent the moment when
the eyes are relatively stationary, taking in or encoding information, 200-
300 milliseconds on average [77]. Fixation frequency refers to the times
that user fixes his attention on a specific point of the screen. We measured
the number of fixations in each special area of interest and the duration
(ms) of each fixation.

Considering the intent of the query: informational, navigational and
transactional, both measures, fixation frequency and fixation duration,
were explored as function of independent variables:

• Type of search result: organic and sponsored.

• Areas of Interest in each single search result: title, snippet, url and
image.

• Ranking position of the three first results in each zone (organic and
sponsored results).

We decided to classify the tasks in the three types of intent indicated
by [14]. As we have seen in Section 3.1, previous studies have consid-
ered only two of these types of intent: informational and navigational,
informational and transactional, and navigational and non-navigational,
but not the three types of intent as we did in this study.

We chosen only the three first results to label with AOIs because of
”the golden triangle” [44], that is, the area of the first results receives most
of the gazes in a SERP. As we wanted to analyze this triangle zone, we
chose the three first ads and the three first organic results, and to have a
similar number of results in each zone we labeled the three first side ads
too. We also considered in the analysis, the rank position of the results,
as previous research has shown its importance in the scanning behavior
of the users [35, 44].
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Figure 3.3: Sample of Search Engine Result Page with Areas of Interest.

3.3 Results

In this section, we analyze how the user behavior on a SERP varies for
different query intents. From the 58 participants recruited for the study we
recorded usable eye tracking data for 301 of the 348 search tasks that they
performed. We discarded some search tasks because of stability problems
with the eye tracking tool and/or incomplete data.

Table 3.2 shows the distribution of user’s fixation in the SERP’s, as
well as the mean time that users spent in these pages. The duration of the
fixations on SERBS is longer for informational and transactional queries,
while for navigational queries users show less time fixating information.
Since mean fixation duration and fixation frequency are taken as indica-
tors of task difficulty and information complexity [31], the results of Table
3.2 suggest that informational and transactional queries demand from the
users a harder examination of the SERP. The results of the ANOVA test
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Fixation Freq. Fixation Dur.
All 8.37 5991.13

Informational 9.50 6484.31
Navigational 6.80 5355.11
Transactional 8.81 6133.98

Table 3.2: Mean fixation frequency and fixation duration for task on a
SERP.

indicated that there is a significant difference between the intent of the
query and the total processing time (F= 619.85, p < .005) and the total
number of fixations (F= 253.04, p < .005) of the users on SERBS.

From these initial results we establish some facts: first, the number of
fixations and the time that a user invests examining a Web search result
page is not high and second, the underlying intent of the queries influ-
ences the little attention that users devote to the SERP. It is important for
Search Engines and related services to understand how the users are ex-
amining SERP’s and extracting the maximum knowledge from the user’s
interactions with Web search results. In the following sections we present
an analysis of several elements of Web search results that might affect the
user behavior, focusing in how the effect of these elements varies regard-
ing the intent of the queries.

3.3.1 Query Intent and Type of Search Result

Since one of the most important questions in the Web search process is
the effectiveness of the search results, in this section we analyze the be-
havior of the users with respect to the two main types of search results:
organic and sponsored links. Despite the general idea that organic re-
sults are more relevant to queries with informational intent and sponsored
results are more relevant to queries with transactional intent (mainly for
commercial oriented queries) [48]; it is important to establish which is
the real behavior of the users on SERBS when they place queries with
different intent on the search engine. Are users of transactional queries
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Organic (ms) Sponsored (ms) F (p< .005)
Informational 5814 447 1676.9
Navigational 4757 530 305.28
Transactional 2840 1505 282.54

Table 3.3: Average gaze duration for type of intent broken down by type
of search result.

more interested on sponsored links? What about users with navigational
queries, what kind of results are they interested in?

Organic vs Sponsored Links

Among the total of evaluated SERBS, only 36% of the pages included
sponsored links, it is reflected in the distribution of the attention of the
users on these areas of the SERP: informational (organic=97.4%, spon-
sored=2.6%), navigational (organic=92.4%, sponsored=7.6%) and trans-
actional (organic=71%, sponsored=29%). In Table 3.3 we can see the
average gaze duration for each type of query intent broken down by type
of search result. As we can observe, organic results capture most of the
attention of the users when examining SERBS. Among the three types of
query intent, organic results have at least 70% of the accumulated number
of fixations. These results agree with previous work concerning organic
and sponsored links [22, 16]. Informational and navigational queries are
the two types of query intent with highest proportion of fixation and gaze
duration on organic results. Although informational and navigational in-
tent show almost the same distribution of fixations on organic results, the
average gaze duration for each type of intent is not the same. Users spend
more time in SERBS when they are dealing with informational tasks, in-
dicating that these tasks require a deeper analysis of the SERP. For navi-
gational tasks, users have also long number of fixations on organic results
but a lower time of gaze duration; usually users tend to go directly to the
site they have in mind and hence their fixation time on search results is
shorter.
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Figure 3.4: Heat maps (top) and gaze plots (bottom) for three queries with
different intent.

Although the accumulated attention for sponsored links is substan-
tially lower than for organic links, there is an interesting behavior of
transactional queries with this kind of results. Transactional queries are
the only queries that show a considerable percentage of fixation attention
on sponsored links (almost 30%). The percentage of attention of navi-
gational queries on sponsored links is very low (less than 10%) and for
informational queries that percentage is not representative (less than 3%).
If we observe the average gaze duration of all the queries on sponsored
links (Table 3.3), the trend that we found in the number of fixations is con-
firmed, the users invest an important time on sponsored results only for
transactional queries. While for organic links informational queries are in
the first place of number of fixations, for sponsored links is the opposite,
informational queries are in the last place for time of visual attention. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows heat maps and gaze plots for queries with different intents.
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Overall, our findings show that organic results are the main focus of
attention for informational, navigational and transactional queries. Al-
though transactional queries exhibit an important proportion of attention
on sponsored links, it does not mean that sponsored links are more impor-
tant than organic links for queries with this type of intent. With exception
of transactional queries, the users do not spend too much time exploring
sponsored links.

Location of Sponsored Links on SERBS

Sponsored links are not on the top preferences of the users when they
examine SERBS, as we saw in the previous section. However, sponsored
links are not originally designed to fully satisfy all the needs of the users,
sponsored links are created to cover a target group of user needs: those
that are related with commercial transactions. From this point of view
and considering our previous findings, we could say that sponsored links
serve to the purpose for which they were created, that is, ads are drawing
the attention of users who are involved in transactional tasks. One of the
major challenges for search advertising is extracting the maximum utility
of the attention that they are drawing from search engine users. In this
direction, a relevant factor is knowing what are the preferences of the
users with respect to the sponsored links: what type of sponsored links
would users prefer: top-listed or side-listed sponsored links?

Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of visual fixation of the users on each
type of sponsored search result: top-listed and side-listed sponsored links
and Figure 3.6 shows the mean gaze duration for each task on sponsored
links. The results suggest that top-listed sponsored links are more relevant
than side-listed sponsored links for all types of queries. As we already
established, transactional queries appear as the group of queries with a
highest proportion of attention on both types of sponsored links. Despite
that participants even have fixed their attention on side-sponsored links
(Figure 3.5), their fixations are very short.
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Figure 3.5: Percentage of number of fixations for each type of sponsored
link broken down by query intent.

One interpretation of why users exhibit more visual attention on spon-
sored links placed on the top of the SERP than in those placed in the lat-
eral part, it could be that the users confuse top-listed sponsored links with
organic search results. However, when we analyze the Figure 3.6, we ob-
serve that the average time invested in top sponsored links is not the same
for tasks of all types of intents. We see that for informational and naviga-
tional tasks, the accumulated time is around 200 ms and for transactional
tasks is over 1000 ms. Fixations are commonly interpreted as signs of
processing new information. When processing information, eye fixations
are estimated to last between 200 and 250 ms (on average) [80, 65]. Since
users with informational and navigational queries, usually are not inter-
ested on sponsored results, they are more likely to confuse a top sponsored
link with a organic result and abandon it when realize it is sponsored in-
formation. The average gaze time of 200 ms is just the enough time to
recognize the ‘fake’ organic result. In the case of transactional queries,
an average gaze time of 1000 ms indicates that the user really evaluate
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Figure 3.6: Average gaze duration (ms) for each type of sponsored link
broken down by query intent.

the sponsored result and suggests this evaluation is not due to a confusion
with organic results.

Overall, 70% of the visual fixation on sponsored search results were
on top-sponsored links and 30% on side-sponsored links; however, with
exception of transactional queries, gaze durations on side-sponsored links
were minimum. The mean gaze duration of the three types of query intent
with the two types of sponsored links are statistically significant: infor-
mational (F=62.59, p < 0.001), navigational (F=37.79, p < 0.001), trans-
actional (F=81.92, p < 0.001). Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of visual
attention on a SERP for a transactional task, where white areas indicates
accumulation of user’s fixations.

3.3.2 Query Intent and Areas of Interest

In previous sections we have analyzed and delineated the general user
behavior on different types of search results. In this section we show the
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Figure 3.7: Gaze opacity map for a transactional query.

distribution of visual attention of users on different areas of interest of
a SERP, regarding the underlying intent of the query. Do users attend
to different AOIs of SERP for queries with different intent? Figure 3.8
shows the distribution of number of fixations and gaze durations for each
type of task on AOIs: title, snippet, URL and image. Since most of the
attention of the three types of query intent is focused on organic search
results, the Figure 3.8 is based on this type of results.

There are several differences for the distribution of visual attention of
the users (fixations and gazes) on each AOI with respect to the intent. As
we expected, because its size, the area that attract highest fixations and
gaze durations for all the queries is the snippet. Specifically the distri-
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of visual attention on AOIs broken down by query
intent.

bution on the snippet is: informational (51%), transactional (43%) and
navigational (42%). Users spend more time on the snippet for informa-
tional queries, confirming that the snippet is an important element to help
users to determine if a given result is likely to have the information they
are looking for. These findings are consistent with the results reported on
[21]. The second area with high number of fixations and gaze durations
for the queries is the title, the distribution of visual attention for this AOI is
different with respect to the snippet. Titles are more relevant for transac-
tional and navigational queries and in lower proportion for informational
queries. The URLs show the same distribution of visual attention than ti-
tles, that is, transactional and navigational queries in the first place of the
user preferences followed by the informational queries. The attention bias
on the tittle and the URL for transactional and navigational queries sug-
gest that users with this kind of query intent are specially interested on the
identification of the web sites to which search results belong. The only
type of intent that devoted a portion of time examining images was the
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navigational intent. Despite that the proportion of total time and fixations
invested for navigational queries on images is not high, it is significant, if
we consider that informational and transactional queries did not register
gazes on images.

Finally, considering that only the transactional queries showed signifi-
cant visual attention on sponsored search results, we show the distribution
of the attention for these queries on sponsored links regarding the AOIs
(Figure 3.9). The most important AOIs when users examine sponsored
links are the title, followed by the snippet and the URL. Although the
snippet exhibit a higher number of fixations than the URL, it is impor-
tant to notice that the gaze duration is almost the same for the two AOIs.
Given that the snippets have a longer size, this result suggest users spend
more time examining each individual URL than with each snippet. If we
normalize the snippet by the number of its lines, the correlation between
the number of fixations and the duration of fixations becomes similar to
the corresponding correlation for the AOI’s title and URL (that normally
have one line). In other words, in cases where the snippet is the area with
the greatest concentration of attention, its popularity would drop and it
would be become closer to the popularity of other AOI’s, while in cases
where the popularity of the snippet is below the popularity of other AOI’s,
its importance would decline further.

3.3.3 Query Intent and SERP Ranking Position

Overall, we can say that the ranking position of the result is relevant for
the users (see Table 3.4). For all types of search results, the first ranking
position collected the highest proportion of attention. For organic results
this proportion was more than 40% for informational and navigational
queries and 30% for transactional queries.

As we mentioned in Section 3.3.1, organic results are the most valu-
able search results for the users. In Table 3.4 we can see how the attention
of users is distributed along the first three organic results. Users devoted a
big part of their fixations on rank-1 and rank-2 results. For the three query
intents the accumulated fixations on the first two results are: navigational
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of visual attention of transactional queries on
AOIs for sponsored links.

(76.84%), informational (75.46%) and transactional (56.74%). Although
navigational queries were not the type of queries that accumulated the
major number of fixations in organic results, they were the tasks with the
biggest number of fixations on organic results 1 and 2. This suggests that
these two search results are particularly relevant for navigational tasks.
With exception of informational tasks, the interest of the users on organic
rank-3 result with respect to the other two results, decreases considerably.
However, overall, the rank-3 result remains an important part of the user
fixations.

With respect to the sponsored results, as we also mentioned in Section
3.3.1, top-listed sponsored results attract more visual attention from users
than side-listed sponsored results. Concerning with the ranking position
of the search results, the distribution of fixations is different to the fix-
ations on organic results. In sponsored results, the fixations are almost
totally in the first result. Informational and navigational queries do not
present significative fixations on side-listed sponsored results and for top-
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Rank
User’s Intent

Informational Navigational Transactional
Organic1 47.22 47.96 30.02
Organic2 28.24 28.88 26.71
Organic3 21.95 15.53 14.18
Top-Ad1 0.85 3.00 10.87
Top-Ad2 0.85 0.82 5.67
Top-Ad3 0.00 1.09 4.73
Side-Ad1 0.69 1.36 5.67
Side-Ad2 0.11 0.54 1.65
Side-Ad3 0.11 0.82 0.47

Total 100 100 100

Table 3.4: Percentage of number of fixations on search results broken
down by rank and query intent.

listed sponsored results the percentage of fixations is bigger than 1% only
for the first ranking position. On the other hand, 29.08% of the fixations
of transactional queries were for sponsored results, 21.28% of these fix-
ations were on top-listed results and 7.80% on side-listed results. Again,
the most relevant ranking position is number 1. Transactional queries
distributed the visual attention in all types of results; the fixations are
not concentrated in only one type of results like in informational queries.
Unlike to [50], where they found that the ranking position did not affect
sponsored result viewing, our findings suggest that ranking position and
the location on the SERP of the sponsored search results influence spon-
sored result viewing. The lower the rank (closer to the top of the page)
the more likely a user will check the search result.

Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of fixations on organic results bro-
ken down by AOIs. The specific areas of interest are influenced by the
query intent. The viewing pattern for informational queries is homoge-
nous along the three organic results: the snippet with the highest number
of fixations, followed by the title and finally the URL.
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Figure 3.10: Percentage of number of fixations on AOIs for organic re-
sults broken down by rank and query intent.

Snippet and title are also the most important AOIs for navigational
queries, but in this case the distribution of fixations varies from the first
to the second organic result. In the first organic result the snippet is re-
markably more important than the title for navigational queries and in the
second organic result the title is slightly more relevant than the snippet.
The URL is also an important element for navigational queries, especially
in the first result. Transactional queries have a balanced distribution of
fixations on the snippet, tittle and URL for the first organic result. Fig-
ure 3.11 shows the distribution of fixations on AOIs for sponsored re-
sults. Compared with the organic results, there are some changes in the
order of relevance of the AOIs for each query intent. In the first top-listed
sponsored result for example, informational queries devote a considerable
percentage of visual fixations to the URL and the attention on the title de-
creases. The snippet is still the area with the largest number of fixations
for informational queries in this result.
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Figure 3.11: Accumulated gaze time on AOIs for sponsored results bro-
ken down by ranking position and query intent.

Navigational queries focused all their fixations in the title and the
URL, there are not fixations on the snippet in the first result for these
queries. In the case of transactional queries, snippet and title with almost
the same percentage of number of fixations, accumulated most of the vi-
sual attention in the first top-listed result. In the second and third results,
transactional queries focused the attention on the URL and the title, while
the snippet is almost ignored. Overall, for top-listed sponsored results the
title and the URL are the most important areas of interest for the users.

Although the number of fixations on side-listed sponsored results is
very low, we can analyze the visual attention that users devoted to the
first result. In general, the viewing behavior of users for the first side-
listed sponsored result is similar to the viewing behavior of users for the
organic results (keeping the proportion on the number of fixations): for
informational queries the snippet captures most of the visual fixations of
the users, followed by title and at the last place the URL. For transac-
tional queries, we observe again, a balanced distribution of fixations on
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the snippet, tittle and URL for the first side-listed result and in the second
and third side-listed results the most important AOI was the snippet. In-
terestingly, organic and side-listed sponsored results have similar trends
for visual attention on AOIs, while top-listed sponsored results exhibit a
different distribution of the user’s visual attention.

3.4 Summary and Implications

This study presents an analysis of how the behavior of the user who exam-
ines a SERP varies for different query intents. Users with different query
intent preferred different type of search results, they attended to different
main areas of interest and focused on search results with different ranking
position.

Overall, our findings show that organic results are the main focus of
attention for informational, navigational and transactional queries. Spon-
sored links are important for transactional queries but not more important
than organic links and with exception of transactional queries, the users
do not spend too much time exploring sponsored links. The location of the
search results is also an important factor that influences the users view-
ing behavior on SERBS, this factor specially affects sponsored results.
Top-listed sponsored results are more relevant than side-listed sponsored
results for all types of queries. Informational and navigational queries do
not present significative fixations on side-listed sponsored results and for
top-listed sponsored results the percentage of fixations is low. Transac-
tional queries distributed the visual attention in all types of results; the
fixations are not concentrated in only one type of results like informa-
tional queries.

We confirmed that the ranking position of the result is relevant for
the users. For all types of search results, the first ranking position col-
lected the highest proportion of visual attention. Navigational queries
pay special attention to the first two organic results and with exception of
informational queries, the interest of the users on the third organic result,
decreases considerably. The specific areas of interest and the relevance
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Query intent Type of result Areas of Interest Ranking position
Informational Most of the attention Snippet, First organic result:

on organic results: 97.4% title 47.22% of attention
Navigational Important attention on Snippet,title, First organic result:

organic results: 92.4% URL, image. 47.96% of attention
and weak attention on The only one with and first sponsored
sponsored results: 7.6% fixations on images. result: 3%

Transactional Balanced distribution Snippet, title, First organic result:
of attention: URL 30%% of attention
organic results: 71% and For sponsored results and first sponsored
sponsored results: 29%% title is preferred result: 10%

Table 3.5: Main observed differences between each type of query intent.

order of the AOIs change depending of the query intent. We show a sum-
mary of the main differences between each type of intent in the Table
3.5.

In summary, the results of the study show that the query intent of
the user affects all the decision process in the SERP; different types of
query intent have different implications on users’ search behavior. As
a consequence, knowing the intent of the user’s Web queries could help
Web search engines in the task of associating resources available on the
Web with the user’s goals. To be able to accurately identify the intent of
the user query, will provides useful elements that allow search engines
adapt their results to changing user behaviors and needs.

This chapter shown how the search behavior of the user changes ac-
cording to his query intent. Hence, the interfaces of Web search engines
as well as the presentation of the search results could be adapted to dif-
ferent goals of the users. However, in order to do that, it is necessary to
being able to identify the user query intent. Addressing this important re-
quirement of identify the intent behind the Web queries, the next chapter
presents a first approach to the automatic prediction of the user’s query
intent.
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Chapter 4

FEASIBILITY OF
AUTOMATIC QUERY INTENT
PREDICTION

Users utilize the Web in different ways to achieve their goals and one of
the most important tools they use to find resources that match these goals
are search engines. Unfortunately, the Web in its basic form is a non-
intentional repository. The users are obligated to express their goals in
few words (queries) that are understandable for search engines, in order
to obtain resources close to their needs. A natural way to improve the
user’s search experience is infer the intent of the user’s queries and adapt
the search results to the specific goals of the users.

This chapter explores the feasibility of automatic query intent predic-
tion. We take a supervised learning approach to automatically identify
the intent of the queries from two perspectives: the type of intent of the
user’s queries and the topic categories in which this type of intent could
be placed. In order to measure the effectiveness of the automatic classifi-
cation and establish the feasibility of the query intent prediction, a manual
classification of a set of queries was carried out and the results were com-
pared with the results of the automatic classifier. This provided a measure
of the accuracy of the prediction process of the query intents. The orga-
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nization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1 we describe the query
intent taxonomy and topic categories used in this study. In Section 4.2
we introduce the methodology followed in the experiments. Section 4.3
presents results of the manual classification of queries. In Section 4.4 we
present and analyze the results of the automatic query intent prediction.
Finally, in Section 4.6 we introduce the discussion and conclusions of the
study.

4.1 Query Intent and Topic Categories
From the content of the queries we established three categories for the
reasons or intents that motivate a user to make a search:

• Informational: An informational query is one in which the user ex-
hibits an interest to obtain information about a specific topic and
this information can be located in one or more Web sites, e.g., “for-
eign currencies” or “fermat theorem proof”.

• Not informational: As not informational queries, we categorize
queries that involve finding some kind of resource or target a spe-
cific transaction (e.g. buy, download, reserve, etc.) or a specific
Web site: “ringtones mobile phone”, “motorcycles sales” or “hot-
mail”.

• Ambiguous: ambiguous queries are those that their intent can not
be inferred directly from the query, that is, query words are not
informative enough to associate the query to a single type of intent,
e.g., “ice” or “snorkel”.

In contrast with the taxonomies of queries proposed by [14, 81], we
consider the Not Informational category, which groups Transactional and
Navigational queries. In this case, Navigational queries are considered a
kind of Transactional query, the target Web site is the resource that the
user is looking for. We also consider the Ambiguous category, as there are
many queries submitted to search engines that are ambiguous by nature.
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Arts Business Computers
Education Games Health

Home News Recreation
Reference Science Shopping

Society Sports World

Table 4.1: ODP Topic Categories used in the classification process.

Most of previous work have realized the existence of Ambiguous queries
only after performing the classification of the queries, when they find that
there is an overlap between different types of queries. For example, in
Lee et al. [61], they found that some queries can not be clearly associated
with a specific type of query, they calling these queries ‘unpredictable
queries’. Our idea is to have a particular category for the Ambiguous
queries. Identifying this type of queries since the beginning of the clas-
sification process and evaluating the predictability of Ambiguous queries,
in the same way that we evaluate the predictability of the other two types
of queries.

Additionally to the query intent, we also propose to associate the
queries with corresponding topic categories. One of the conclusions in
[61] after the analysis of the unpredictable queries (Ambiguous), was that
these queries belonged to a couple of topic categories. These initial find-
ings suggest that Ambiguous queries could be associated to some topic
categories and knowing the topic of a query could bring useful evidence
to identify if the query is ambiguous or not. In this work, we use the query
intent in combination with topic categories in order to establish how the
relation between these features (query intent and topic category) could
improve the identification of the user’ interests. The topic categories used
to classify the queries are based on the most general categories of the
Open Directory Project (see Table 4.1).

In addition to the topic categories of ODP , we considered three addi-
tional categories:
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• Various: For queries that could belong to several topic categories.

• Other: The query does not belong to any of the considered topic
categories.

• Adult: We included this topic category considering the amount of
queries in the data set that are related with adult content.

In summary, we have eighteen topic categories, fifteen categories ex-
tracted from ODP (Table 4.1) and three additional categories proposed
from the observations of the data set.

Based on the query intents and the topic categories introduced before,
we designed an automatic identification process to determine the feasi-
bility of the query intent prediction. In the next sections, we will show
the procedure and the results obtained with the automatic identification
experiments.

4.2 Methodology
This section describes the methodology we employed in the automatic
identification of the user query intent. It begins with the description of
the data set of queries we used in the experiments. It then presents a de-
scription of the preprocessing of data that we applied, in order to obtain
the necessary input to our methods. Finally, we describe the manual clas-
sification process that we carried out to obtain a labeled data set against
which we can evaluate our automatic identification process of the query
intent.

4.2.1 Data Set and Data Preprocessing
For this work a log sample from the Chilean Web search engine TodoCL1

were processed. The sample contains 6,042 popular queries having clicks
in their answers. There are 22,190 clicks registered in the log, and these

1TodoCL. http://www.todocl.com
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clicks are over 18,527 different URLs. Thus, in average users clicked 3.67
URLs per query.

In a similar way than [6, 36], each query was represented as a vector
of terms that appeared in the documents giving an answer to the query
(stop words were removed):

Qi = w(t1), w(t2)...w(tn)

Where w(tj) is the associated weight of term j inside query Qi. The
classical TF-IDF weighting scheme was used to assign the weight to each
query term and clicked page, replacing IDF by the number of clicks on
each page.

4.2.2 Semi-Manual Classification of Queries
In this section we describe the semi-manual classification of the queries.
After the representation process, a clustering process was applied over
the data. We obtained query groups with similar characteristics, i.e. they
belong to the same subject, are related with specific topics or describe
the same situation using different terms. To do this, we used a simple K-
means clustering method [59]. The groups of queries obtained through the
clustering process, were used to facilitate the manual classification of the
queries. We use the term semi-manual classification, given that, through
the clustering process, implicit information from a group of queries is au-
tomatically added to a query. This information can be seen as the context
that a set of similar queries provides to a single one. Once the queries were
manually classified, the clusters were dissolved, and the queries were con-
sidered again as individual items belonging to the general set. In this way
we could speedup a direct manual classification by at least one order of
magnitude.

As a way to facilitate the manual classification process, we created a
software tool which offered to users the possibility to select the intents
and the topic categories from a list and save them in an organized and
fast way (See Figure 4.1). The query groups obtained with the clustering
process that we mentioned before, were used to present the queries to
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Figure 4.1: Manual Classification Tool.

the annotators in a structured way. This cluster based structure provided
our team with information about the context of the query and at the same
time, the organization of the queries in clusters gave to the annotators a
global idea about the class to which each query belongs. This information
is used to facilitate the human classifiers in the case that a query did not
suggest a complete idea by itself. The observation of the rest of queries
in the cluster could bring a more comprehensive idea of the intent of that
query. In any case, the task of a human classifier is to select the type
of intent for a query and the topic category in which this intent can be
situated.

4.3 Manual Classification Results

By looking at the manual classification results, we can make a first assess-
ment of the predictability of the query intent and topic categories. The
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Queries into Intents.

number of queries in each type of intent and its relation with the topic
categories allow us to establish an initial idea of the distribution of the
interest of the users.

First we introduce separately, the results of the manual classification
for query intents and for topic categories. Then, we present the results of
the query intents combined with the results of the topic categories, and
we analyze the relations between these two features.

4.3.1 Queries and Search Intents

As it was previously described, we established three types of intent to
which a query can belong: Informational, Not Informational and Am-
biguous. The human annotators classified all the queries of our data set
(6042) into these three types of intent. The results are shown in Figure
4.2.

Most of the queries were classified as Informational, showing that
users concentrate most of their activities around obtaining information
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of search taxonomies of Broder and Rose and
Levinson to the query intent taxonomy of the current work.

and hence they use search engines as information retrieval tools. In
the second place of the preferences of the users we have Not Informa-
tional queries. After Informational queries, the Not Informational queries
grouped 22 % of the total of queries, which is an important quantity and
reveals the trend of users to diversify the use of search engines. Users are
not only looking for information, they are also interested in obtaining re-
sources and are involved in many kind of activities where search engines
help to locate what they want. In the last position we place Ambiguous
queries. This group of queries has special characteristics, as we men-
tioned before, because could be both Informational or Not Informational.
Although, Ambiguous queries collected the lowest number of queries, its
proportion is considerable and it is important to evaluate the character-
istics that distinguish these type of queries. In the next sections we will
analyze with more detail this case.

However the types of intent considered to label a query are differ-
ent between this work and the work done by Broder [14] and Rose and
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of queries into topic categories.

Levinson [81]. We can compare our results with them if we consider some
adjustments on the categories of their taxonomies. We can consider the
Broder’s taxonomy (Informational, Navigational and Transactional) as
an Informational - Not Informational (Navigational and Transactional)
taxonomy. Similarly, we can consider the top-level goal taxonomy of
Rose and Levinson (Informational, Navigational and Resource) as an In-
formational - Not Informational (Navigational and Resource) taxonomy.

Figure 4.3 compares our manual classification results with results re-
ported by Broder and Rose and Levinson. Since Ambiguous is a different
type of query intent, which can contain queries with mixed characteris-
tics, we did not include these queries in the comparison. For this reason,
our results do not total 100% in the Figure 4.3. We agree with Rose and
Levinson in the proportion of Informational queries, the percentage of
these queries is the same in both studies: (61%). The percentage of Infor-
mational queries reported by Broder is between 40% and 50%, which is
also a high proportion of queries. From the results the most heterogenous
group is the one formed by the Not Informational queries. Given that Not
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Informational queries could imply actions with different characteristics,
the studies differ in the proportion of these queries, depending of the def-
inition that they use for this group of queries. In our case, we reported
22% of Not Informational queries, while Broder and Rose and Levinson
reported an average of 45% of Not Informational queries between them.
Despite that there is an important difference in the proportion of Not In-
formational queries of the current study with respect to earlier studies, it
is important to consider the Ambiguous queries. Since earlier studies did
not consider Ambiguous queries, it is possible that some queries from the
Not Informational group, actually belonged to the Ambiguous group.

Overall, we can say that there is a reasonable agreement in the char-
acteristics of Informational queries and a deeper analysis is required to
understand the nature of Not Informational queries.

4.3.2 Queries and Topic Categories

Most of the current Web search systems include some type of topical clas-
sification of user queries. Knowing topical associations of the queries can
bring improvements in the search experience of the users. For instance,
the content and presentation of search results may be adapted according
to the topic categories of the queries. Figure 4.4 and Table 4.2 show the
results of the manual classification of queries into topic categories. The
topic categories with higher amount of queries are Recreation (Entertain-
ment) and Business, which confirm the search behavior of people that
have been well described by Spink and Jansen in their works [91, 51].

After Recreation and Business, the topic categories that concentrated
most quantity of queries were: Society, Computers and Education. The
topic Various also concentrated an important number of queries. This
topic category has an ambiguous nature and we introduce it because we
wanted to test how many queries were related with more than one topic at
the same time. The manual classification results for Various suggest that
there is a considerable group of queries with complex topical associations,
beyond a single topic.
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Topic Query Count
Adult 4.1%
Arts 2.5%
Business 19.2%
Computers 7.7%
Education 4.7%
Games 0.7%
Health 3.8%
Home 2.1%
News 1.4%
Other 1.0%
Recreation 23.5%
Reference 3.6%
Science 2.4%
Shopping 2.0%
Society 9.5%
Sports 0.8%
Various 9.8%
World 1.1%

Table 4.2: Percentage distribution of manual classification of queries into
topic categories.

The rest of the queries are distributed along the rest of topic categories
such as News, Arts, Health and so on. Although these topics did not
concentrate the same proportion of queries than Business or Recreation,
the queries were clearly recognized by the annotators to belong to this
group of topics.

4.3.3 Relations between Intents and Topic Categories

In this section we examine the manual classification results, considering
the association between the three levels of user query intent and the eigh-
teen topic categories. Table 4.3 presents the percentage distribution of the
type of query intent into topic categories. Notable percentages, over 30%,
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were bolded. In Figure 4.5, we see the distribution of number of queries
along the intents and topic categories. Results show that the associations
of topics vary for each query intent.

As we can see from Table 4.3, there are topic categories which
main component is Informational. In this group we have topics such as
News (93%), Science (89%), Society (87%), Education (82%) and Health
(74%). All these topics suggest informational purposes, as people are
searching for resources answering in many of the cases to a specific in-
formation need. Another topic that was clearly associated with the Infor-
mational intent was Business (83%). Business was also one of the topics
that grouped the highest numbers of queries (see Figure 4.5).

Queries grouped as Not Informational belong to topics such as Adult
(72%), Computers (44%), Games (58%) or Recreation (34%). The intent
of these queries is, in most of the cases, to visit a Website to download
resources (e.g, software) or perform activities related with the mentioned
topics.

Finally, as it was expected, the queries grouped as Ambiguous, were
mostly related with the topics Various (57%) and Other (57%). This rela-
tion of Ambiguous queries with the topics Various and Other, suggest that
when the nature of a query is ambiguous, this ambiguity is extended to the
rest of characteristics of the query, including its topical associations. An-
other topics with important proportions of Ambiguous queries were Home
(33%), Shopping (32%) and World (22%).

4.4 Automatic Query Intent Prediction

In this section, we used the manually classified data set to train a super-
vised machine learning model that can predicts the type of intent and the
topic category of a query. The idea is that the machine learning model
can abstract from the particular combinations of features seen in the man-
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Topic Info. Not Info. Amb.
Adult 15% 72% 13%
Arts 66% 15% 19%
Business 83% 9% 8%
Computers 37% 44% 18%
Education 82% 10% 8%
Games 24% 58% 18%
Health 74% 9% 17%
Home 40% 28% 33%
News 93% 6% 1%
Other 28% 16% 57%
Recreation 56% 34% 10%
Reference 49% 39% 12%
Science 89% 5% 6%
Shopping 45% 24% 32%
Society 87% 2% 10%
Sports 66% 23% 11%
Various 38% 5% 57%
World 69% 9% 22%
Average 58% 23% 20%
Sd Dev 24% 20% 16%

Table 4.3: Percentage distribution of queries into intents and topic cate-
gories.

ual classified data and uses this abstraction to identify query intent and
topic categories for new queries, that have not seen before in the training
process.

4.4.1 Supervised Machine Learning

In this study, Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been used to build
classification models for queries. SVM is a classifier, originally proposed
by Vapnik [98]. This classification algorithm is based on the margin of
a training sample. The margin of a training example is a number that is
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of number of queries into intents and topic cate-
gories.

positive if and only if the example is correctly classified by a given clas-
sifier and whose magnitude is a measure of confidence in the prediction.
The SVM algorithm attempts to maximize the minimum margin of any
training example; that is, it finds a maximal margin separating hyperplane
between two classes of data. A detailed description of this model can be
found in [20].

The SVM classifier was selected due to its proven effectiveness in
different scenarios with a high feature dimensionality, including text clas-
sification [9]. Considering that the queries were represented by the words
of the pages selected by the users, this characteristic is quite useful.

To handle the multiclass problem, we combine SVM with Error-
Correcting Output Coding (ECOC). This is an approach for solving mul-
ticlass categorization problem originally introduced by Dietterich and
Bakiri [25]. It reduces the multiclass problem to a group of binary classi-
fication tasks and combine the binary classification results to predict mul-
ticlass labels. The RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel was used to the
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SVM’s setup, and we choose the kernel’s parameters through a standard
cross-validation process.

We performed the classification experiments using the Weka toolkit
[40]. To build the models and make the predictions for topic categories,
SVM spent about thirty minutes. In the case of query intents, considering
the low amount of labels involved, the classifier took about ten minutes.
The experiments were run on a Pentium III computer with 1.28 GBs of
RAM, under a Linux OS.

4.4.2 Automatic Prediction Results

After the manual classification of the queries was made, part of these
labeled data was used as input to train automatic classifiers. We trained
on 70% of labeled queries, and tested on the remaining 30%.

In order to measure the accuracy of the automatic prediction results
with respect to the original labels provided by our team, we report the
recall and precision measures in the same way as were reported in [1].
Precision is then, the fraction of predicted query labels that agree with the
labels obtained from the explicit human judgments. Recall is the fraction
of query labels obtained from the explicit human judgments that were
correctly predicted.

With respect to the types of query intent, the precision is over 50% for
two of the intents, Informational and Not Informational (see Figure 4.6).
The best results were obtained with Informational queries for which the
recall and precision values are high. As it was observed in Section 4.3.1,
there is a general agreement in the concept of Informational queries, and
this is reflected in the automatic classification process. Pages selected
by the users of Informational queries have more homogeneous purposes,
unlike those that belong to Not Informational or Ambiguous, where the
diversity of objectives of the queries is higher, and hence the nature of the
pages selected by the users is more heterogeneous.

Although not in all the cases the query intent predictions were agree
with the human judgments, the prediction in most cases is related with the
subject of the query. Despite that the human annotators tried to identify
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Figure 4.6: Precision vs Recall of automatic query intent prediction

all the Ambiguous queries, some of them that were labeled as Not Am-
biguous (Informational or Not Informational), were automatic classified
in a different type of intent. This fact indicates that the representation of
these queries suggests a different intent than the indicated by the manual
label.

For the topic categories, overall results are good; nevertheless, for
some categories the results are better than for others. In the Figure 4.7
we can see a sample of the most representative categories: The categories
that show better precision are those that have greater popularity, that is
to say, those related to subjects that the people consult most frequently,
like for example: Recreation. Since most of pages of this type of subjects
handle a moderately similar vocabulary, the queries are more identifiable.
Topic categories as Computers have, relatively, a specialized vocabulary,
which allows to identify more accurately the related queries. Another
particular case is the category Adult, where the users do not change the
words used to make their queries. Most of these queries are built using
similar words, without counting that, even though the users use different
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Figure 4.7: Precision vs recall of automatic topic category prediction

words to describe their queries, the pages which they choose as answer do
not change the vocabulary, so the queries are represented from the same
words again.

When we analyze the relationship between query intents and topic
categories (see Table 4.4), we can observe the coherence that exists be-
tween the informational objectives of the users and the topics in which
their queries are located. For the Informational intent, the greater dis-
tribution of queries are categories like Business, Education, Society and
News. Whereas the categories with smaller concentration of queries in
this intent are: Adult, Other, Shopping and Games. These last categories,
suggest different motivations for the user that are not related to obtain
information, for example Games, where the users are more interested in
downloading software and resources. A particular case is the category
News, that concentrates the 100% of its queries in the Informational in-
tent.

Similarly, the Not Informational intent shows enough coherence with
its related topic categories. In this case, the categories with greater con-
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Topic Info. Not Info. Amb.
Adult 9% 84% 7%
Arts 86% 9% 5%
Business 85% 8% 7%
Computers 48% 38% 14%
Education 93% 6% 1%
Games 29% 57% 14%
Health 75% 7% 18%
Home 36% 24% 40%
News 100% 0% 0%
Other 0% 33% 67%
Recreation 72% 20% 7%
Reference 44% 47% 9%
Science 78% 8% 15%
Shopping 21% 37% 42%
Society 89% 2% 9%
Sports 86% 7% 7%
Various 41% 10% 49%
World 88% 8% 4%
Average 60% 23% 17%
Sd Dev 32% 23% 19%

Table 4.4: Distribution of automatic prediction results into intents and
topic categories.

centration of queries are: Adult, Games, Reference and Computers. Those
with smaller concentration of queries are: Society, Education, Health, Sci-
ence and News (as there are not queries of this topic in this type of intent).

Finally, for the Ambiguous query intent, the greater concentration of
queries is in the topics Other and Various, which is logical, given that
the nature of these topics is also ambiguous. The categories with smaller
concentration of queries in this intent are: News (0%), Education (1%),
World (4%), Arts (5%) and Business, Recreation and Adult (each one with
7%). These topic categories, that exhibit a very low proportion of queries
with Ambiguous intent and a clear association with one of the other two
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Supervised Semi–supervised Unsupervised
Class Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.

Informational 0.646 0.985 0.780 0.789 0.771 0.785 0.626 0.723 0.671
Not Inf. 0.843 0.219 0.348 0.556 0.605 0.579 0.346 0.421 0.380
Ambiguous 0.478 0.021 0.040 0.438 0.423 0.461 0.476 0.277 0.350

Table 4.5: Comparison of performance of automatic prediction for the
query intent.

query intents (Informational, Not Informational) are an important finding.
It suggest that queries associated with these topics are not ambiguous
and could be managed in a different and more precise way than queries
from those topics that show high levels of association with the Ambiguous
intent, like Home (40%).

4.5 Comparison with other Approaches
In order to contrast the results of the automatic classification of queries
that we obtained with the supervised classifier with the results of other
methods, we compare these results against the results obtained with two
machine learning techniques: semi-supervised and unsupervised learning.

Semi–supervised learning attempts to combine features of both su-
pervised and unsupervised learning. The classification depends on both
labeled training examples and a similarity based clustering involving both
labeled and unlabeled data points. The algorithms used for this compar-
ison are improved semi–supervised linear support vector classifiers [86].
We used Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [43] as the un-
supervised learning technique in the comparison.

In the Table 4.5 we can see the automatic classification results for the
query intent. As we can observe, the SVM classifier obtained the highest
values of precision for Not Informational and Ambiguous queries, while
the unsupervised learning technique obtained the lowest values of preci-
sion for the three types of intent. Semi-supervised learning obtained the
best recall values. Overall, both supervised and semi-supervised learning
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Supervised Semi–supervised Unsupervised
Category Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.

News 1 0.07 0.13 0.6 0.32 0.41 0 0 0
Sports 1 0.09 0.17 0.64 0.19 0.29 0 0 0
Computers 0.88 0.03 0.06 0.52 0.63 0.57 0.13 0.41 0.2
Reference 0.8 0.03 0.07 0.44 0.37 0.4 0 0 0
Education 0.8 0.13 0.23 0.54 0.58 0.56 0.24 0.21 0.22
Society 0.76 0.12 0.2 0.6 0.58 0.59 0.25 0.48 0.33
Sex 0.67 0.34 0.45 0.54 0.75 0.63 0.45 0.44 0.44
Health 0.62 0.04 0.07 0.82 0.64 0.72 0.22 0.17 0.19
Business 0.46 0.54 0.5 0.55 0.75 0.64 0.65 0.26 0.37
Recreation 0.28 0.90 0.43 0.58 0.72 0.64 0.45 0.35 0.39

Table 4.6: Comparison of performance of automatic prediction for the
topic categories.

obtain better results than unsupervised learning. This last one technique
is more useful to discover new relations between the data but is not as
good as supervised and semi-supervised learning techniques in the task
of classifying queries into intents.

In the Table 4.6 we show the automatic classification results obtained
by the three techniques for the most representative topics. As we can ob-
serve, the SVM classifier obtained the best precision values, while semi-
supervised learning has a good balance between the precision and recall
values. The precision results of unsupervised learning are not high, how-
ever, the values of the recall are not bad.

In general, supervised learning obtains good precision values con-
trasted with the other two techniques. However, it is important to improve
the recall values.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a study of the feasibility of the query in-
tent prediction. An analysis was made from two perspectives: the user’s
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query intent and the topic categories in which the queries within these
intents can be located. We used a taxonomy of three query intents, In-
formational, Not Informational and Ambiguous and a group of eighteen
topic categories. A query log from a commercial search engine was la-
beled into query intents and topic categories by a group of experts. We
used this labeled data set to train a supervised learning model and eval-
uate the effectiveness of the automatic query intent prediction. Support
Vector Machine classifier was used to accomplish the prediction task.

The results of the automatic query intent prediction show that about
60% of the queries we evaluated have predictable query intents. The user
interests were identifiable through a particular representation of queries,
together with the automatic classifier. This was a good combination, since
representing the queries by the terms of the documents that gave good
answers to them, reduces the problem of the low number of words that
the users use to make their queries (and hence the sparsity of the query
space), and additionally because the pages that belong to a same category
share a similar vocabulary that allowed us to make a better classification.

From the automatic prediction results we observe that a large propor-
tion of queries can be associated with a particular query intent, most of
them to the Informational query intent. Although it is easier to predict the
Informational intent, it is more difficult to predict the information topic.
We can observe associations between some topic categories and query
intents. We identify groups of topic categories with more than 80% of
their queries in a specific query intent. This findings are important, be-
cause identify the intent behind the query is not a trivial task, but if we
know that some topics are directly related with a specific query intent, the
identification of this query intent could be improved substantially.

Although we were able to accurately predict the intent of most of the
queries, which was the objective of this initial study, there is still an im-
portant work to do with the Ambiguous queries. In this study we gave
a first step, most of the previous work have recognized the existence of
Ambiguous queries, but few of them have reported concrete information
about these queries, like which percentage of the total of queries are Am-
biguous or which is the predictability of these queries. Our automatic pre-
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diction results for Ambiguous queries, show that, despite we can even de-
termine associations with some particular topics —Other and Various—,
these topics have an ambiguous nature too.

Automatically learning to predict user interests requires a deeper un-
derstanding of the user query intent. Terms like Ambiguous, Other or Var-
ious, suggest more complex interactions with the information, that may
require a richest modeling of the intent of the user query. Hence, in the
next chapter, we introduce a study of several facets that could improve
the understanding of the intent of user queries. At the time when the re-
sults of this study were published [5], they were the state of the art on this
problem.
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Chapter 5

FACETED QUERY INTENT
MODEL

As we saw in the past chapter, users who search for information on the
Web may have very different intents: shopping, researching on a topic,
planning a trip, looking for a quick reference, and so on. Characteriz-
ing and identifying the user’s query intent is one of the most important
challenges of modern information-retrieval systems. Most of the studies
characterizing the user’s intent have conceived this intent as a unique di-
mension. However, such a simple model is often inadequate for capturing
the complexity of information seeking in the real world (e.g. ambiguous
queries), and search engines need a better understanding of user intent
and its multi-dimensional nature.

In this context, a query can be considered as the tip of the iceberg (Fig-
ure 5.1), which only shows –in a direct way– a small part of its content,
while hiding an important proportion of its potential information.

In order to improve the quality of results, while increasing the users
satisfaction, Web IR systems current efforts are focused on representing
the information needs of its users in a way that not only involves the query
but to get as much information related to this need, in an automatic way,
transparent to the user and as accurately as possible. From this arises
the need to determine the intents that lead a user to perform a search on
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Figure 5.1: Facets of user’s intent

the Web. Search Engines require the use of different strategies to meet
the user’s intents. For this, it is necessary to combine several factors in
order to gain insight into the real goal of users’ search. For example,
is the user searching for a document to read it? Or does he/she want to
perform a transaction such as buying a product? Is it important that the
retrieved information comes from trusted Web sites? –Or the source of
the information is not a relevant feature, as long as the content is good?–
How important is the information recency? What kind of resource is the
user searching for? What the user wants to do with such resource? –
download it, read it online, or just find a reference. These questions help
us to build a picture of the multi–dimensional nature of the user’s intent,
and show why is it necessary to place the user’s requirements in a wider
context. Hence, in this chapter we study, analyze, and characterize a wide
range of facets involved in user’s intentions. We outline the relationships
that exist among these facets as well as their contribution in the task of
recognizing accurately the user intention in Web search.
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The selection of the facets was done by means of the observation of
a representative set of queries, the characteristics of such queries and the
main features that are noticeable in the whole set, or in subsets, of queries.
Hence, although this is a high number of facets, in this work we wish to
ascertain which of them can be considered to be good –or effective– de-
scriptors of the user’s information needs, and using this information to fil-
ter out the dimensions leaving the most representative ones. The studied
facets are: genre, objective, specificity, scope, topic, task, authority
sensitivity, spatial sensitivity and time sensitivity. This research intro-
duces the first four facets, and analyze them together with the others that
were proposed by different authors [5, 14, 72].

The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.1
we describe the facets we are analyzing and describe some possible appli-
cations of them from a search engine’s perspective. Section 5.2 describes
the data we used and the semi-manual classification of queries. In Section
5.3 we delineate the correlations among the facets and present an analysis
of the combination of the most correlated facets. Finally, in Section 5.4
we present a discussion of our findings and the conclusions of the study.

5.1 Facets for the User Intent
In this study we analyze a set of facets that can be extracted from a user’s
query and that may be considered in order to determine the user’s intents.
Each of the facets covers a specific part of the user need, being seen as a
compound of a wide spectrum of facets. Below, we define each facet and
the possible values they can take.

Genre {News, Business, Reference, Community} This is the broadest
facet from the considered set. Genre provides a generic context
to the user’s query intent, and can be thought as a meta-facet. We
say a query is considered as News when the user interest is related
to current events or people (e.g., “Palestinian conflict”, “catholic
university hunger’s strike”). Queries marked as Business are those
that reflect a need of making a transaction such as a purchase, sale,
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or lease of a good or service (e.g., “sale of furniture”, “Internet
housing”). Reference queries are those related to seeking infor-
mation about a data item, a name, a location, or a resource, with
the purpose to get the picture of it (e.g., “history of the Chilean
air force”, “contraceptive method”). Community queries are those
related to society, lifestyle, celebrities, Web social groups and in-
teraction tools (e.g., “video chat”, “Ricky Martin”).

Topic {Adult, Arts & Culture, Beauty & Style, Cars & Transportation,
Charity, Computers & Internet, Education, Entertainment, Music &
Games, Finance, Food & Drink, Health, Home & Garden, Indus-
trial Goods & Services, Politics & Government, Religion & belief
systems, Science & Mathematics, Social Science, Sports, Technol-
ogy & Electronic, Travel, Undefined, Work}. This facet was taken
from our prior work (see Chapter 4). Based on those results, we
introduced some changes to this facet. First we removed some top-
ics that were not representative or that seemed to be part of other
more general topics (i.e. Shopping, Games, World). Then, in order
to have a more comprehensive representation of the topical associ-
ations of the queries, we compound a list of topics based on some
well known taxonomies: ODP1, Yahoo!2 and Wikipedia3. We also
removed the ambiguous topics Other and Various. Finally, as a re-
sult of the analysis of our initial findings, we took out from the list
of topic categories the next items: Business, News, Reference and
Society. We consider these categories are not simple topics, instead
of that, we consider these categories are meta-topics that can be re-
lated with all the primary topics. With these four topics we created
the meta-facet genre.

Task {Informational, Not Informational, Ambiguous} This facet was
also taken from our prior work. We consider task as the primary

1www.dmoz.org/
2www.yahoo.com
3en.wikipedia.org/
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need that is reflected by the query. Queries marked as Informa-
tional reflect an interest to obtain information from the Web, irre-
spectively from the knowledge area of the resource to be retrieved
(e.g., “what is thermodynamic”, “article 150 of the civil code”).
Queries marked as Not Informational reflect an interest to obtaining
resources, or target a specific transaction, such as buy, download, or
booking (e.g., “web hosting free”, “notebook sales”, “online TV”).
Queries marked as Ambiguous reflect queries which their task can
not be determined and may be either obtaining information or per-
forming an activity (e.g., “airbrush”, “peeling”). To determine the
correct intent for this kind of queries we need to know the context
of it.

Objective {Resource, Action}. Represents if the query is aimed to do
some action or to obtain a Resource. We understand as Resource
any information represented in formats such as PDF documents,
videos or slides (e.g., “street map of Santiago”, “Pablo Neruda po-
ems”), otherwise it may be to perform an Action such as filling a
form or subscribing to a mailing list (e.g., “rent of apartments”,
“buy in the supermarket by internet”).

Specificity {Specific, Medium, Broad}. This facet describes how spe-
cialized is a query. If the query contains a name, date, place, an
acronym, or even an URL, such query is regarded as Specific (e.g.,
“university of Santiago de Chile”, “windows media player 6.4”);
if the terms of the query are more general, then it is evaluated as
Medium (e.g., “private universities”, “agricultural machinery”). Fi-
nally, if the query is represented as a very general term, it is re-
garded as Broad (e.g., “universities”, “maps”).

Scope {Yes, No}. The scope aims at capturing whether the query con-
tains polysemic words or not. A positive scope will hint to the
possibility that the user is looking for a certain information issu-
ing a query whose words have different meanings (e.g., “wood”,
“dove”).
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Authority Sensitivity {Yes, No}. Through this facet it is possible to
determining whether the query is designed to retrieve authoritative
and trusted answers [72] (e.g., “clinical hospital of the university of
Chile”, “hotmail.com”). According to Broder’s taxonomy, naviga-
tional queries are sensitive to authority.

Spatial Sensitivity {Yes, No}. This facet reflects the interest of the user
to get a resource related to an explicit spatial location, such a city
or a place (e.g., “hotels in Valparaiso”), or to find a location that
is not mentioned, but that might be inferred from the query terms
[72](e.g., “nearest hotel”, “restaurant”).

Time Sensitivity {Yes, No}. This facet captures the fact that some
queries require different results when posed at different times [72],
such as “US president” vs. “US president 2009”.

The reader may wonder why these facets are useful. Although would
be impossible to claim facet completeness, how could a search engine
take advantage of the knowledge of these facets? Below, we delineate
some useful applications of these facets, and the way a search engine can
benefit from them.

Genre. This facet clearly delimits the search engines area of search, and
is expected to make the search faster and more accurate. For exam-
ple if the genre is Community, the pages that have to be looked at
are blogs, forums, chats, and social networks, such as Facebook.

Topic. Although this is one of the first features that are considered by
the search engines, they should ideally present the answers to the
user organized by topic.

Task. If the query is Informational, then Web resources to be recom-
mended should avoid those with transactional content, or the ones
where the user has to assume an active role of interaction, such as
filling a form.
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Objective. If the user wants to perform an Action, then he/she may also
be interested in commercial sites that offer a product or service,
hence appropriate ads may be presented to the user.

Specificity. The search engines can help the user by presenting many
similar pages, for example on the same topic, or a broad variety of
pages.

Scope. The answers presented to the user by the search engine should
ideally be presented by topic, and trying to cover most of the topics
related to the polysemic words, allowing the user to select the right
one.

Authority Sensitivity. For this dimension the search engines have the
opportunity to be very selective regarding the authority of the web
pages presented to the user. For example, it is critical to trust the
pages from where to download antivirus software, and it is essential
to reach the right page for all the navigational queries.

Spatial Sensitivity. Although a query does not mention a place, search
engines should be able to identify spatial sensitivity to offer in-
formation related to the local area from which the query was sub-
mitted, emphasizing in queries that reflect a commercial need. For
example: “school”, “tai chi classes”, “cars selling”.

Time Sensitivity. Search engines can take advantage of the time sensi-
tivity of queries to suggest related information that occurred in the
same period as what it is being sought for. Further more, this infor-
mation can be used to recommend resources following a temporal
order, as it is done with news.

5.2 Semi-manual Classification of Queries
To classify queries into facets, we follow the same semi-manual classifi-
cation method that we introduced in the Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2.2). We
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describe below, the new data-set that used for this study and an improved
version of the classification tool that we created to facilitate the task of
the annotators.

5.2.1 Query Sampling

We processed and then manually classified a sample of 5,249 queries from
a TodoCL search engine query log. For this study we used a different sam-
ple of queries to the one used in Chapter 4. The queries were randomly
selected in a way that allowed us to work with queries with different level
of popularity according to the Zipf’s law distribution. The selection pro-
cess was the following: 15% were taken from the set of the most popular
queries, 15% from the (long) tail set, and the remaining 70% was sampled
from the middle set (i.e., queries with average popularity).

In the same way as in Chapter 4, each query was represented as a
term-weight vector compounded by the terms appearing in the selected
Web pages for such query.

5.2.2 Query Classification Tool

To facilitate the task of manual classification, we created a classification
tool that provided to the human annotators with an interface that contains
all the information about the facets, necessary to classify the queries. Fig-
ure 5.2 is a screen shot of the software tool that was developed for the
classification task. The main screen of the tool was divided in five areas
(enumerated in a circle), where each one contains valuable information to
the classifiers. The five areas are:

1. Instructions. Contains information about the classification process
as well as some illustrative examples.

2. Information about the cluster. Shows the number of queries
grouped in a cluster, as well as the descriptive terms of such a cluster.
With this information the judge can make a picture of the subject of the
queries contained in this group. In Figure 5.2 the cluster 73, contains
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Figure 5.2: Query classification tool

44 queries, and its descriptive terms are: “yoga”, “reiki”, “shui”, “feng”,
“energ”.

3. Queries in the cluster. Contains the set of queries that belong to
the cluster that is being classified. This scheme allowed the annotators to
contextualize a query through finding sets of related queries, as well as
to overcome the problem of having to infer the meaning of queries only
from their terms.

4. Query to classify. In this area appears the query that is being
classified together with the URL of the most popular Web page that
was clicked as answer for such query. In Figure 5.2 the current query
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Genre Query Count %
Business 1381 29.2%
Community 2351 49.7%
News 122 2.6%
Reference 872 18.5
Total 4726 100%

Table 5.1: Distribution of queries into the facet genre.

is “feng shui”, and its related URL is http://mujer.tercera.
cl/especiales/fengshui/libros.htm.

5. Facets. The facets and their values are contained in this area. If
the judge has a doubt about the meaning or content of a facet, he/she
can find related information by clicking on the interrogation mark that
appears next to the name of the dimension. For example, by clicking on
the topic=Education a list with the subtopics related to Education appears
(i.e., Higher Education, Teaching, Homework Help, Preschool, among
others).

In spite that using the classification tool is very intuitive, and that
it contains basic information about its usage, the annotators were trained
about how to perform the classification of the queries, as well as the mean-
ing and content of each facet.

5.2.3 Distribution of Queries into Facets

From the total of 5,249 processed queries, a set of 4,726 queries was
manually classified using the classification tool described in Section 5.2.2.
In Tables 5.1 to 5.6 we report the faceted classification results. From the
manual classification results we have a first picture of the influence of the
facets in the intents of the users.

For the facet genre (Table 5.1), we observe that most of the queries
are related with Community and Business and to a lesser extent with Refer-
ence and News. On the other hand, the facet objective (Table 5.2) shows
that most of users are involved with queries oriented to obtain/find some
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Objective Query Count %
Action 1147 24.3%
Resource 3579 75.7%
Total 4726 100%

Table 5.2: Distribution of queries into the facet objective.

Specificity Query Count %
Broad 218 4.6%
Medium 3716 78.6%
Specific 792 16.8
Total 4726 100%

Table 5.3: Distribution of queries into the facet specificity.

Facet Yes Not
Query Count % Query Count %

Authority Sen. 886 18.7% 3840 81.3%
Scope 113 2.4% 4613 97.6%
Spatial Sen. 1998 42.3% 2728 57.7%
Time Sen. 71 1.5% 4655 98.5%

Table 5.4: Distribution of queries into facets: authority sen., scope,
spatial sen. and time sen.

kind of Resource more than with performing some Action. In the case of
specificity (Table 5.3), global results indicates that queries have a mod-
erate degree of specificity, being Medium the specificity degree that con-
centrates the highest number of queries. Broad queries are only 4.6% of
the total of queries, indicating that in most of the cases, the terms of the
queries describe moderately specific purposes.

Among the facets measuring some kind of sensitivity (see Table 5.4),
spatial sensitivity reports the highest number of queries (Yes=42.3%).
That is, annotators were able to identify clearly when a query is spatially
sensitive. This has potentially huge implications for searchers. Identi-
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Task Query Count %
Informational 2822 59.7%
Not Informational 1515 32.1%
Ambiguous 389 8.2%
Total 4726 100%

Table 5.5: Distribution of queries into the facet task.

fying spatially sensitive queries would allow search engines return better
results considering user location or geographic features and it is also of
great commercial value as it enables location specific advertising and im-
proved search for local businesses. After spatial sensitivity, authority
sensitivity is the facet that collects more sensitive queries (Yes=18.3%).
Although the percentage of authority-sensitive queries is not very high,
it is important to be able to recognize this kind of queries because they
require trusted information. The intent of users with authority-sensitive
queries can not be satisfied with not authoritative answers. In the last
place of the three sensitivity facets, we find time sensitivity. The distri-
bution of queries for this facet indicates that there is not a high percentage
of time-sensitive queries. This could be related to the sample of queries
we are analyzing, but it is also possible that this facet is not a representa-
tive feature for queries. We will see more information about this facet in
next sections.

For the facet scope we observe a big concentration of queries in one
of its two possible values (see Table 5.4). Most of the queries were as-
signed to the group without polysemic words, that is, the terms of the
queries tend to have defined meanings. This is consistent with the results
reported for specificity where the proportion of broad queries is low.

The distribution of queries for topic varies with respect to the prior
work, presented in the Chapter 4. The distribution of queries along all
the topics is more balanced (see Table 5.6). The maximum percentage of
queries that was concentrated by a single topic was 9.9% (as a reference,
in the previous work just for Business, we had 19.2% of queries). We
attribute this more balanced distribution of queries to two reasons. First,
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of manual classification results for query in-
tent/task from our prior study and the current study.

we considered a more comprehensive list of topics categories, with not
too general topics, that tend to accumulate a major quantity of queries
with very different characteristics (high diversity). For example, we re-
placed the topic Recreation (23.5% of queries in previous study) by cat-
egories like Entertainment, Music & Games and Travel, which are more
specific topics. In this way we have a more fine grained classification of
the queries. Another reason for the balanced distribution of the queries
is that we took out the meta-topics Business, News, Reference and Soci-
ety and leave only primary topics. With this we reduced the ambiguity
of the classification of queries into topics. A meta-topic like Business
generates a sense of duality in the queries, for example the query ‘sales
classic cars’, people tend to classify it as Business, but with our new
topic scheme this query was classified as follows: genre=Business and
topic=Cars & Transportation.

We also got interesting results for the facet task (see Table 5.5). From
the distribution of queries we observe a low proportion of Ambiguous
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Topic Query Count %
Adult 177 3.7%
Arts & Culture 264 5.6%
Beauty & Style 45 1.0%
Cars & Transportation 321 6.8%
Computers & Internet 292 6.2%
Education 279 5.9%
Entertainment, Music & Games 392 8.3%
Finance 461 9.8%
Food & Drink 227 4.8%
Health 373 7.9%
Home & Garden 295 6.2%
Industrial Goods & Services 37 0.8%
Politics & Government 442 9.4%
Religion & Belief Systems 82 1.7%
Science & Mathematics 466 9.9%
Social Science 176 3.7%
Sports 25 0.5%
Technology & Electronic 32 0.7%
Travel 314 6.6%
Work 26 0.6%
Total 4726 100%

Table 5.6: Distribution of queries into the facet topic.

queries (only 8.2%). If we compare the manual classification results of
the prior study with the results of the current study (see Figure 5.3), we
can observe that we have reduced the proportion of Ambiguous queries
in more than 50%. The proportion of Informational queries remains sta-
ble while the proportion of Not Informational queries has increased. As
we analyzed in the past chapter (see Section 4.3.3), there is agreement
in the definition of Informational queries, but not with Not Informational
queries. As it was shown in Figure 5.2, the task of the annotators was to
assign a value for each of the nine facets to each query at the same time,
that is, the annotators had a complete picture of the query, with values for
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Facet Overall Kappa
Agreement Coefficient

Time Sen. 99.23 0.98
Scope 96.74 0.93
Objective 92.54 0.85
Authority Sen. 84.32 0.69
Topic 68.26 0.66
Task 75.71 0.63
Spatial Sen. 81.07 0.62
Genre 65.00 0.53
Specificity 55.44 0.33

Table 5.7: Inter-annotation Agreement and Kappa Coefficient for the
facets

all the facets at the moment of classify it. Over the base of all the facets,
the annotators had more elements to place the queries in a defined task
category. From global results we see that this fact was useful to disam-
biguate Not Informational queries (since the proportion of Informational
queries remains stable). Overall, we appreciate that the model of nine
facets outperform the model of two facets, in terms of reduction of am-
biguity. By combining the nine facets, annotators were able to identify a
defined task for 91.8% of the queries.

With the purpose to determine the reliability and consistency of
the manual classification, 10% of the 5249 processed queries (i.e., 523
queries) were selected to be classified by two annotators. Table 5.7 shows
the overall agreement of judgements given by the experts, as well as the
Kappa values for each facet. Results from the overall agreement indicate
that the consistency of the manual classification is highly satisfactory. In
average, the overall agreement is 80%. Eight out to the nine dimensions
have reached an overall agreement higher than 65%, which is quite high
if we consider the number of dimensions that were assessed, the number
of possible values that each dimension can take, as well as the different
criteria and the subjectivity of the judges.
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5.3 Correlation among Dimensions

In order to establish the relations among the dimensions, we calculated the
correlation coefficient among all of them. Further more, aiming to con-
firm the strength of the correlation that exist among the dimensions, we
have divided the dataset in to three subsets, and calculated the correlation
coefficient in each of them. The idea behind this schema is that if there is
a correlation between a pair of dimensions, this correlation should be ob-
servable throughout different subsets. The subsets are the following: s1,
queries classified by one judge –this set has 4,726 queries– (Table 5.8); s2,
queries classified by two annotators –this set has 523 queries– (Table 5.9);
and, s3, 578 queries from the set of the most popular ones according to
the Zipf’s Law distribution (Table 5.10).

The results show that, in general, genre and objective are the dimen-
sions that are more highly correlated. From the three subsets of queries
(s1, s2, s3) the average correlation is 0.47. The facets genre and topic
also have positive correlations among the three subsets of data. The facet
scope is related with the facet specificity, the trend is that a query tends
to contain polysemic words if its specificity is broad. Typically, a query
with low level of specificity is likely to be composed by general terms,
i.e., it is likely that the query terms have more than one meaning (pol-
ysemy). Reversely, a query with high level of specificity is likely to be
composed of terms with no more than one meaning. This fact is con-
firmed by the distribution of the queries for the specificity dimension;
when scope=Yes, less than 1% of the queries are specificity=Specific
while 38% of them are specificity=Broad. Some examples of queries
with this configuration (i.e., specificity=Broad, scope=Yes) are: ‘flat’,
‘code’ and ‘pascal’.

In the remaining of this section we discuss with more detail the facets
genre and topic, as they are the most representative facets. Since these
facets have important associations with all the other facets, their analysis
gives us an overall view of the behavior of the complete system of facets.
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Facet Aut. Sen. Genre Object. Scope Spat. S. Specific. Task Time S.
Aut. Sen. – – – – – – – –
Genre 0.043 – – – – – – –
Object. 0.108 0.466 – – – – – –
Scope 0.104 -0.085 -0.042 – – – – –
Spat. Sen. -0.045 -0.11 0.066 -0.151 – – – –
Specific. -0.242 -0.007 -0.078 0.028 -0.207 – – –
Task -0.043 -0.23 -0.357 -0.004 -0.23 -0.039 – –
Time Sen. -0.017 -0.082 -0.027 -0.008 -0.023 0 -0.022 –
Topic 0.018 0.288 0.111 0.025 -0.296 0.024 -0.177 0.013

Table 5.8: Correlation coefficient between the facets - Subset s1.

Facet Aut. Sen. Genre Object. Scope Spat. S. Specific. Task Time S.
Aut. Sen. – – – – – – – –
Genre -0.13 – – – – – – –
Object. -0.165 0.435 – – – – – –
Scope 0.009 -0.078 -0.055 – – – – –
Spatial Sen. -0.171 0.043 0.199 -0.076 – – – –
Specificity -0.462 0.009 -0.089 0.16 -0.043 – – –
Task 0.083 -0.358 -0.464 0.041 -0.17 -0.064 – –
Time Sen. -0.003 -0.075 -0.031 -0.01 0.061 -0.03 0.0293 –
Topic 0.165 0.181 -0.039 -0.076 -0.128 -0.119 0.011 -0.071

Table 5.9: Correlation coefficient between the facets - Subset s2.

Facet Aut. Sen. Genre Object. Scope Spat. S. Specific. Task Time S.
Aut. Sen. – – – – – – – –
Genre 0.088 – – – – – – –
Object. 0.115 0.473 – – – – – –
Scope -0.0007 -0.05 -0.049 – – – – –
Spatial Sen. -0.024 -0.095 -0.010 -0.105 – – – –
Specificity -0.334 0.004 -0.038 0.288 -0.130 – – –
Task -0.034 -0.199 -0.463 0.010 -0.013 -0.032 – –
Time Sen. -0.015 -0.013 -0.021 -0.019 0.035 -0.118 0.047 –
Topic 0.025 0.231 0.145 0.006 -0.211 -0.013 -0.196 -0.195

Table 5.10: Correlation coefficient between the facets - Subset s3.

5.3.1 Genre Dimension

Genre is the most general facet from the complete set. Any of the four
values that we defined for this facet, i.e., Business, Community, News and
Reference, bring together queries that might belong to any topic, while are
focused on performing a particular task, to reach a concrete objective,
and have different features that distinguish them from the others.
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As it was mentioned before, the facet with the highest correlation
with genre is objective. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of queries
along these two facets. These distributions reveal specific relations. The
strongest association is the one established between genre=Community
and objective=Resource; genre=Reference and genre=News also ex-
hibit clear associations with objective=Resource. The trend of the gen-
res associated with the objective=Resource is to obtaining informa-
tion instead of to performing a specific action. On the other hand, the
genre=Business exhibits a different behavior compared to the others.
Business is the genre with the highest number of queries with objec-
tive=Action. This genre concentrates the highest percentage of transac-
tions –at commercial level–, this fact could explain the high number of
queries with objective=action.

Genre is also correlated with the authority sensitivity dimension
(ANOVA test: F=331.955, p < 0.005). Figure 5.5 shows the distribution
of queries for genre facet with respect to the authority sensitivity. The
distribution of the queries suggests a leaning of the genre=News towards
queries that require trusted information. Queries that have genre=News
represent a well defined interest which is, usually, associated with par-
ticular sources of information (authoritative). Some examples of queries
with genre=News and authority sensitivity=yes are: ‘official journal of
chile’, ‘job ads’, and ‘Valparaiso University’s radio station’.

The other facets have shown to have a significant statistical relation
with genre, proving the general character of this dimension; each of the
four genres encompass activities/actions that might be performed in all
dimensions. Regardless the topic, a query has one genre as well, hence,
introducing this new dimension allows the assignment of the appropri-
ate topic to a query, without neglecting the more general dimension. To
understand the user intent is also important to understand topic associ-
ations. The genre facet complements topical associations with an idea
about what the user wants to do in a specific topic area. For example, it is
different to know that the query ’hp printers’ has topic=Technology and
Electronic, than to know that the same query belongs to topic=Technology
and Electronic as well as genre=Business. Furthermore, following with
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Topic Business Community News Reference
Adult 4.0% 76.8% 1.1% 18.1%
Arts 10.2% 73.9% 1.9% 14.0%
Beauty & Style 13.3% 68.9% 0.0% 17.8%
Cars & Trans. 88.5% 1.2% 0.0% 10.3%
Computers 83.2% 4.5% 0.0% 12.3%
Education 0.7% 51.3% 0.7% 47.3%
Entertainment 11.2% 68.6% 15.6% 4.6%
Finance 74.2% 21.0% 2.2% 2.6%
Food & Drink 7.9% 85.0% 0.0% 7.0%
Health 3.5% 87.7% 0.0% 8.8%
Home & Garden 69.8% 16.9% 2.7% 10.5%
Indust. Goods & Serv. 70.3% 8.1% 0.0% 21.6%
Politics 0.5% 92.1% 2.0% 5.4%
Religion 0.0% 78.0% 1.2% 20.7%
Science & Math. 3.2% 48.1% 0.2% 48.5%
Social Science 1.7% 75.6% 4.5% 18.2%
Sports 4.0% 92.0% 0.0% 4.0%
Technology 75.0% 3.1% 0.0% 21.9%
Travel 36.3% 10.8% 0.3% 52.5%
Work 15.4% 15.4% 53.8% 15.4%
Average 28.6% 49.0% 4.3% 18.1%
Sd Dev 33.54% 34.54% 12.17% 14.80%

Table 5.11: Distribution of queries into the facets topic and genre.

the example, if we find that the facet objective=Action then, there is a
very high probability that the user intent is to perform a commercial trans-
action, in the topic=Technology and Electronic.

5.3.2 Topic Dimension

One of the most meaningful facets is topic. By contrasting this facet
with the others, we observe the trends of the users’ intents. Table 5.11
shows the distribution of the queries given the topic and genre. Since
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Genre Topics with highest Topics with lowest
percentage of queries percentage of queries

Business Cars & Transportation, Computers, Religion & Belief systems,
Technology & Electronic, Finance, Politics & Government,
Industrial Goods and Services Education

Community Politics & Government, Sports, Cars & Transportation,
Health, Food & Drink, Technology & Electronic,
Religion & Belief systems Computers & Internet

News Work, Beauty & Style, Cars & Trans.,
Entertainment, Music & Games, Computers, Food & Drink,
Social Science Industrial Goods. (0.0%)

Reference Travel, Science & Mathematics, Finance, Sports,
Education, Industrial Goods, Entertainment
Religion & Belief systems

Table 5.12: Most important topics and less important topics for each
genre.

the number of queries of genre=News is very low, the majority of queries
are distributed among the other three genres: Business, Community and
Reference. In this table we can see that some topics clearly belong to a
particular genre, 13 of the 20 topic categories concentrated more than
70% of their queries in a specific genre.

Table 5.12 shows the most important topics and the less important top-
ics (according to the accumulated percentage of queries) for each genre.
While the number of queries grouped in the genre=News is not so high,
topics with greatest concentration of queries have characteristics that are
very representative of this genre. For example, some of the most impor-
tant topics for the genre=News are Work and Entertainment, Music, &
Games, which are topics that are continuously changing and generating
new information to a wide community.

Figure 5.6 shows the combination of the facets topic and objective.
While most of the queries are oriented to finding a Resource, queries that
are oriented to performing an Action are related to few, but concrete top-
ics, this is the case of Cars & Transportation. This specific relation
among facets is useful to define the characteristics of each topic, and
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of queries into the facets topic and objective.

shows that depending on such characteristics, people can be interested in
pages with different objectives. In addition to understanding the intent
of the user query, it is important to provide insight into the types of result
(Topic and Objective –Action/Resource–) that are associated with that
intent.

5.4 Summary
Web Search Engines tend to view the query formulation and the retrieval
process as a simple goal-focused activity. However, the intentions behind
Web queries are more complex and the search process should be more
oriented to a variety of characteristics than only to a simple goal. In this
chapter we have introduced, analyzed and characterized a wide range of
factors or facets that may be useful for user’s intent identification when
searching for information on the Web.

We have described the main features of each facet, its usefulness, and
analyzed some relationships among them. From the analysis of the man-
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ual classification of queries we found that, to certain level, most facets
plays an important role in the user’s intent identification. We have con-
firmed the benefit to separate specific topics, from those that have a more
general purpose. With the general purpose facets we can consider that
genre is a meta–dimension. The use of this meta–dimension allows a
fine-grained classification of queries at the topic level, as well as a more
direct relation with the objective pursued by the user. For example, re-
gardless the topic of a query, the Business genre, in most of the cases,
is related to perform an action, which is one of the values of the facet
objective.

In the next chapter, we use the faceted query intent model analyzed
here for the automatic classification of Web queries. Through the use of
the relationships between facets that we found in this work, we will apply
supervised learning techniques, in order to determine the predictability of
each facet. We will also evaluate the contribution of the combination of
facets to the improvement of the quality of the prediction of the query
intent.
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Chapter 6

ADVANCED QUERY INTENT
PREDICTION

As the Web continues to increase both in size and complexity, Web search
is a ubiquitous service that allows users to find information, resources,
and activities. However, as the Web evolves so do the needs of the users.
Nowadays, users have more complex interests that go beyond to the tra-
ditional informational queries. For example, many users may want to
perform a particular commercial transaction, locate a special service, etc.
Thus, it is important for Web-search engines, not only to continue answer-
ing effectively informational and navigational queries, but also to be able
to identify and provide accurate results for new types of queries.

Based on the premise above, Web-search engines try to improve the
quality of their results by adopting a number of different strategies. For in-
stance, diversification of search results aims at providing a list of diversi-
fied results that cover different interpretations of ambiguous queries [79].
The objective of diversification is to identify ambiguous queries and
present the best results for each meaning of those queries. The first step
towards this goal, is to identify the type of the query. In this respect, all
the recent efforts to describe and identify the intent of the user’s query
are of great value [5, 49, 42]. Although there is a lot of work in the topic
of identifying query intent, most of it is based on the analysis of only
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one possible facet of the query. The most common of these facets are the
topic category and the type of query intent; mainly based on Broder’s tax-
onomy [14]. However, one can argue that classifying a query with respect
to one facet may improve the classification with respect to another facet.
For example, knowing that a query topic is Art increases the prior that
the query intent is Informational. Similarly, knowing that a query topic
is Electronics increases the prior that the query intent is Transactional.
Hence, we argue that identification of the query intent is a multi-faceted
problem. We show that by treating the problem as such we can signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of the classification problem.

In the previous chapter we introduced and analyzed several facets that
are useful in the task of identify the user’s query intent. In this chapter we
explore the feasibility of automatic faceted-classification. To accomplish
this, we conduct several experiments. First, we automatically classify sets
of queries into each facet in order to determine the individual predictabil-
ity of the facets. Then we combine some of the most correlated facets and
we perform multi-faceted classification. The results of these experiments
as well as the discussion of the results are described in the next sections.

6.1 Predicting Individual Facets

In this section we use the labeled data-set described in Section 5.2 to train
user intent prediction models. We trained a single support vector machine
(SVM) classifier for each facet. The software used to implement SVM
was LIBSVM [18]. We selected the one-against-one multi-class strat-
egy given its good performance and because its training time is shorter
compared with other multi-class strategies [45]. We used the radial basis
function kernel for the SVM algorithm.

In order to validate and measure the performance of the prediction,
we split the data into training and unseen test sets by using percentage-
fractions of 50/50 and 70/30. We believe that this data split gives us an
indication of how the classifiers are able to generalize over their inputs.
For the experiments, three metrics were considered: the recall, the pre-
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Training/Testing 50%/50% 70%/30%
Task Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Informat. 0.7037 0.9889 0.8223 0.7227 0.9915 0.8360
Not Informat. 0.8408 0.2670 0.4053 0.8917 0.2948 0.4431
Ambiguous 0.9167 0.0550 0.1038 0.8571 0.0526 0.0992
Average 0.8204 0.4370 0.4438 0.8238 0.4463 0.4594

Table 6.1: Performance evaluation of automatic prediction for task.

Training/Testing 50%/50% 70%/30%
Objective Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Action 0.9451 0.1673 0.2843 0.9375 0.2007 0.3306
Resource 0.8116 0.9973 0.8949 0.8235 0.9964 0.9017
Average 0.8783 0.5823 0.5896 0.8805 0.5985 0.6162

Table 6.2: Performance evaluation of automatic prediction for objective.

Training/Testing 50%/50% 70%/30%
Genre Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Business 0.9146 0.2884 0.4386 0.8984 0.3159 0.4675
Community 0.5649 0.9867 0.7185 0.5765 0.9836 0.7269
Reference 0.8033 0.1038 0.1839 0.8537 0.1203 0.2108
Average 0.7609 0.4597 0.4470 0.7762 0.4733 0.4684

Table 6.3: Performance evaluation of automatic prediction for genre.
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cision and the F-measure. For the recall and precision we use the same
definition introduced in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.4.2). F-measure com-
bines recall and precision with an equal weight, using the harmonic mean
of precision and recall [53].

The results for the automatic prediction of the facets are reported in
Tables 6.1 to 6.5. As we can see from these tables, in general we ob-
tain good results for estimating the facets. There is not too much differ-
ence between the results obtained with the automatic classifiers based on
training-sets of 50% of queries and those classifiers based on training-
sets of 70% of queries. That is, the prediction’s performance is good for
different quantities of training data.

The best results are for the facets task and objective (see Tables 6.1
and 6.2). The average precision for these facets is 0.822 and 0.879 respec-
tively. In the case of task, the classifier was most useful for predicting In-
formational and Not Informational queries, where we can observe a good
balance of precision and recall (see F-measure values). For queries in the
Ambiguous category, we maintain high precision (0.88 on average) at the
expense of recall. In the case of objective, the classifier is very effective,
specially to distinguish Resource queries (F-measure is 0.89 on average).
For Action queries the precision is also very good (0.94 on average), al-
though the F-measure is not as high as for Resource queries. In general,
the automatic classification results for task and objective show the feasi-
bility of the prediction of these facets. This is important, as being able to
correctly identify the task and the objective of queries give us insight into
the query intent and the type of resource associated to it. In the Figure 6.1
we show the distribution of queries along the task and the objective. As
we can observe, Informational queries have a clear orientation towards
Resource-objective and Not Informational queries are more oriented to-
wards Action-objective. An interesting point is that Ambiguous queries
are also oriented towards Resource-objective. This finding suggest that
queries with an Action-objective are less ambiguous than queries with a
Resource- objective. Since most of the queries with an Action-objective
belong to the Not Informational- task we can say that the ambiguity of
Not Informational queries is low.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of queries into facets task and objective.

Table 6.3 shows the performance results for the facet genre. We
obtain good genre identification performance for Business, Community
and Reference, as SVM classifiers yielded good overall precision, around
0.76 (F-measure is 0.46 on average). These three genre categories are
the most representative categories of the facet, they group together 97.4%
of the total of queries. For the category News the classifier did not pro-
vide predictions, which may be caused by the small number of queries
belonging to this category (56 queries in the training set, 122 in total).
Apart of the News category, the performance of prediction for the facet
genre is good. As we mentioned in the Chapter 5, genre is an important
facet because it brings a general context for the intent of the user query.
Overall, the automatic prediction results of this facet show that most of
the queries can be correctly classified into one of the genre categories.

For the facet topic, the classifier provides predictions for fifteen of
the twenty topics that were considered for the classification, as shown in
Table 6.4. Overall, the precision is good, and over 0.6 for most of the
topics. The best precision values are for the topics: Adult, Cars & Trans-
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Training/Testing 50%/50% 70%/30%
Topic Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Adult 0.7692 0.2000 0.3175 0.7000 0.2414 0.3590
Arts 0.5769 0.0938 0.1613 0.5556 0.1020 0.1724
Cars & Trans. 0.9107 0.3778 0.5340 0.8800 0.2857 0.4314
Computers 0.8600 0.3308 0.4778 0.8261 0.3167 0.4578
Education 0.8043 0.2483 0.3795 0.8529 0.3222 0.4677
Entertainment 0.1502 0.8743 0.2564 0.5474 0.4685 0.5049
Finance 0.6622 0.3858 0.4876 0.2149 0.8052 0.3393
Food & Drink 0.8667 0.2364 0.3714 0.9500 0.2923 0.4471
Health 0.6383 0.6667 0.6522 0.7347 0.4800 0.5806
Home & Garden 0.7692 0.1538 0.2564 0.5600 0.1667 0.2569
Politics 0.4483 0.4437 0.4460 0.4903 0.5549 0.5206
Religion 1 0.1224 0.2182 1 0.1515 0.2632
Science & Math. 0.4279 0.6394 0.5127 0.3846 0.6765 0.4904
Social Science 0.4375 0.0753 0.1284 0.3636 0.0690 0.1159
Travel 0.7083 0.2252 0.3417 0.7333 0.2472 0.3697
Average 0.6687 0.3382 0.3694 0.6529 0.3453 0.3851

Table 6.4: Performance evaluation of automatic prediction for topic.

Training/Testing 50%/50% 70%/30%
Facet Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Authority Sen. 0.8570 0.5193 0.4865 0.8441 0.5245 0.4961
Spatial Sen. 0.7526 0.6140 0.5471 0.7618 0.6494 0.5913
Time Sen. 0.4884 0.50 0.4941 0.4873 0.50 0.4936
Scope 0.49450 0.50 0.49723 0.4958 0.50 0.4979
Specificity 0.5126 0.3412 0.3101 0.5060 0.3444 0.3160

Table 6.5: Performance evaluation of automatic prediction for authority
sensitivity, spatial sensitivity, time sensitivity, scope and specificity.

portation, Computers & Internet, Education, Food & Drink and Health.
These topics group an important number of queries and have interesting
connections with the other facets (see Figure 6.2). The topics for which
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of queries into facets topic, task and objective.

the classifier does not provide predictions are: Beauty & Style, Industrial
Goods & Services, Sports, Technology & Electronic and Work. All these
topics have a very small concentration of queries (less of 50 queries each
one, see Table 5.6 in the Chapter 5). This small concentration of queries
suggest that these topics should be reconsidered in the list of topics. For
example, the topic Work could be contained in the topic Finance.

Table 6.5 shows the performance of the prediction for the facets
authority sensitivity, spatial sensitivity, time sensitivity, scope and
specificity. The results for this group of facets is good. Some of the facets
obtain better results than the others, but overall results are balanced. The
facets spatial sensitivity and authority sensitivity show the best preci-
sion results. To be able to identify correctly these two facets is important
because the search results for spatially-sensitive and authority-sensitive
queries, must be both relevant to the query and valid for the associated
location and for the authoritative requirement. This is the typical case
while searching in a mobile device. The performance for time sensitiv-
ity, scope and specificity is similar in average.
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6.2 Combining Multiple Facets

Although learning the exact intent behind a user query is a complicated
task, it is not impossible. In the previous chapter we saw how through
a multi-faceted model it is possible to obtain a better description of the
query intent of the user and in the last section we show that it is possible
to automatically classify the queries into our multi-faceted model.

The idea behind a multi-faceted model to the query intent of the user is
to provide a richest context for the query, and has two main implications.
First, in the absence of a rich context, the intent of a user query is often
ambiguous. The use of multiple facets to describe the query intent of
the user might help to reduce the ambiguity in the classification process.
Second, a multi-faceted model would allow search engines to provide
more accurate results to the users, according to the specific characteristics
of the different dimensions of the query intent.

Although the set of facets that we are studying here are different di-
mensions of the user’s intent and not all of them are necessarily correlated,
we are interested to study how the combination of multiple facets in the
classification process can improve the performance of the prediction of
the facets. Based on the query log analysis we made in last chapter, we
selected two groups of related facets and performed a multi-label classi-
fication of the queries with these facets. We now present the results of
the multi-label classification and then we make a comparison of these re-
sults with the results of the single-label classification of the facets. Our
hypothesis is that the performance of the single-label classifiers can be
improved by introducing the information of multi-label training samples
into the learning procedure effectively.

6.2.1 Multi-label Classification

We address the problem of classifying a query into a set of relevant facets
as a multi-label classification problem. The traditional single-label classi-
fication, also known as multi-class classification, is the common machine
learning task where an instance is assigned a single label l, that is chosen
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from a previously known finite set of labels L. A data-set D of n instances
is composed of instance-classification pairs (x0, l0), (x1, l1), ..., (xn, ln).
The multi-label classification task is an extension of this problem, where
each instance is associated with a subset of labels S ⊆ L. A multi-
label data-set D of n instances is composed of instance-classification pairs
(x0, S0), (x1, S1), ..., (xn, Sn).

We can find many examples of multi-label classification problems in
the real world. Some of the most popular applications are text categoriza-
tion [23, 29, 46] and automatic image annotation [26, 71, 99]. Although
it has been traditionally managed as a single-label classification problem,
automatic query intent classification can be seen as a multi-label problem.
In [49] Jansen, Booth and Spink concluded that there is an important por-
tion of queries that are vague or multi-faceted that cannot be managed
through single-label classification methods.

Our goal is to induce multi-label models from the labeled data set
with a supervised machine learning method. Learning a multi-label model
can be achieved through one of two approaches: problem transformation
methods, and algorithm adaptation methods. The problem transforma-
tion methods, transform the multi-label classification problem into one or
more single-label classification or regression problems. The adaptation
methods, extend specific learning algorithms in order to handle multi-
label data directly [96].

In this work we explore multi-class transformation, where each com-
bination of facet-values is labeled with a single distinct label. This trans-
formation explicitly captures overlaps between facets. Since Support Vec-
tor Machine have shown good generalization ability in different single-
label multi-class problems, is also one of the most used techniques to
resolve multi-label classification problem [78]. We used the multi-label
classification tool of LIBSVM1 to build multi-label classifiers for our
group of facets. We selected the label combination option as the trans-
formation method.

1Available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/multilabel/
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6.2.2 Genre-Objective Combination

As we show in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.3), two of the most correlated and
descriptive facets are genre and objective. We are interested to explore
how combined classification of these facets can improve the quality of the
classification results. In order to obtain comparable results, the training
and test sets used for multi-label classification are the same data-sets used
to perform single-label classification. That is, we used the same group of
queries and the only variation are the training-set labels. In this case, each
query was marked with two values, genre and objective, respectively.

The quality of multi-label classification is assessed through either par-
tial or complete class label matching. First, we present the results for
complete label matching and then we present the results for partial class
label matching.

Complete Class Label Matching

Complete class label matching is often referred to as exact matching. The
exact matching measure is in the context of multi-label classification a
very strict measure as it requires the predicted set of labels to be an exact
match to the true label set (Eq. 6.1) [87]. This measure is, in a way,
similar to accuracy in the case of the single-label classification. However,
it does not account for e.g. two out of three correctly predicted labels.
This criterion gives the “automatic” ability of the predicting models. It
shows the proportion of the data that do not need any human check.

Exact match ratio =

∑M
i=1 I[Y

predicted
i = Y actual

i ]

M
(6.1)

Where I[S] is 1 if the statement S is true and 0 otherwise, and M
represents the number of classified examples.

The multi-label classifier correctly predicted two of the two facets
(genre and objective) for 1,517 queries, that is, the exact match ratio
is 64.19%. This accuracy to predict simultaneously genre and objective
is a fairly good success rate in the context of multi-label classification.
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Objective
Genre Action Resource
Business 67.82% 33.33%
Community 3.70% 77.23%
News 37.50% 10.00%
Reference 0 49.45%

Table 6.6: Exact match ratio for multi-label classification based on the
combination of the facets genre and objective.

It is also interesting to evaluate the exact match ratio for each pair
of values of the combination genre-objective (see Table 6.6). As we
can observe, there are clear relations between some pair of values. The
best results are for the combination Business-Action and Community-
Resource, the average exact match ratio for these two pair of values is
72.52%. The results of this automatic multi-label classification show that
it is possible to predict simultaneously, values of multiple facets for a
query. The association of multiple facets could improve the understand-
ing of the intent of the query.

Partial Class Label Matching

To evaluate if multi-label classification obtains better recognition of sin-
gle facets with respect to single-label classification, we also measure the
performance prediction of the multi-label classifier for each individual
facet (partial class label matching).

Table 6.7 shows the multi-label classification results for the facet
genre. Overall, multi-label classification outperforms the single-label
classification for all categories of genre. Specially, we note important
improvements in recall for small categories (i.e., categories with less rep-
resentation of queries in the sample data) like News and Reference. For
Reference, single-label classification yielded good precision result (0.82
on average) but the recall value is low (0.11 on average). With the multi-
label classification the results for Reference are more balanced, the recall
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Genre Precision Recall F-Measure
Business 0.7620 0.7052 0.7325
Community 0.7204 0.7874 0.7524
News 0.2727 0.2143 0.2400
Reference 0.5561 0.4936 0.5230
Average 0.5778 0.5501 0.5620

Table 6.7: Multi-label classification results based on the combination
genre-objective for the facet genre (50% training and 50% testing).

Objective Precision Recall F-Measure
Action 0.6762 0.6420 0.6587
Resource 0.9019 0.9145 0.9082
Average 0.7890 0.7783 0.7834

Table 6.8: Multi-label classification results based on the combination
genre-objective for the facet objective (50% training and 50% testing).

improves to near 0.5 and the precision is still good (above 0.55). In the
case of News, the overall performance is not so good, but it is notice-
able that the multi-label classifier provides predictions for this category,
given that the single-label classifier did not report any results for this case,
because was too small. This is because when we use multi-label classi-
fication, the additional information provided with the multi-label training
set allows the classifier to predict small categories. For the large cate-
gories the multi-label classification also improved the results. In Figure
6.3 we can see the comparison of the performance (F-measure values) of
single-label and multi-label classification for the facet genre.

The results of the multi-label-classification for the facet objective are
shown in Table 6.8, being the results for objective even better. With
respect to the single-label classification results, the major improvements
are for the category Action, as seen in Figure 6.4, where recall for Action
improves dramatically from 0.18 to 0.64.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of single-label and multi-label F-Measure results
for the facet Genre.

For the category Resource the multi-label classifier maintains the
high recall and precision obtained with the single-label classification (F-
measure is 0.908).

Overall, the combination genre-objective is positive for multi-label
classification. From the results, obtaining better performance than the
traditional single-label classification.

6.2.3 Genre-Task-Topic Combination
Three of the most important facets we are evaluating are genre, task
and topic. The combination of these facets might influence the prediction
results of the queries. In the Section 5.3, we show that there are some
topics that are oriented to specific genre categories. For instance, the
topic Cars & Transportation is related with the genre-category Business
and the topic Politics & Government is related with the genre-category
Community. These relations suggest that knowing that a query belongs to
a particular topic, could also indicate that the query belongs to a partic-
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of single-label and multi-label F-Measure results
for the facet Objective.

ular genre-category. Hence, we test this hypothesis through performing
multi-label classification with these three correlated facets.

Complete Class Label Matching

Being able to predict correctly three facet-values (genre, task and topic)
for a query is quite valuable to identify the query intent. This is an im-
portant but difficult task as predicting three labels is substantially more
difficult than predicting one single label. In this case, where the number
of facets increase, the correlation between the set of evaluated facets is a
relevant factor that influences the quality of the multi-label classification
results. The exact match ratio for the multi-label classification of genre,
task and topic is 43.58%. This accuracy is not as high as the accuracy
obtained with the combination genre-objective; however it is still good
if we note that now we are considering one more facet. In the Figure 6.5
we show the distribution of queries that were correctly classified into the
three facets.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of queries correctly classified (exact matching)
for the facets genre, task and topic.

As we can observe, the combinations of facet-values with highest per-
centage of correct queries are:

• genre-Business, task-Not Informational, topic-{Cars & Trans-
portation, Computers & Internet, Finance, Home & Garden,
Travel}.

• genre-Community, task-Informational, topic-{Education, Enter-
tainment, Music & Games, Finance, Food & Drink, Health, Home
& Garden, Politics & Government, Religion & Belief Systems, Sci-
ence & Mathematics, Social Science}.

The first combination of facets represents queries which intent is
oriented to perform commercial actions in one of the associated top-
ics. Search results for queries with these characteristics should include
service-oriented Web pages. The second combination of facets represents
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Task
Genre Informational Not Informational Ambiguous
Business 8.08% 72.08% 11.53%
Community 72.94% 28.91% 24.52%
News 18.91% 57.14% 0.0%
Reference 27.30 33.92% 42.22%

Table 6.9: Exact match ratio for genre and task based on the results of
the multi-label classification genre-task-topic.

Genre
Topic Business Community News Reference
Adult 0.0% 34.38% 0.0% 30.77%
Arts & Culture 0.0% 39.53% 0.0% 11.76%
Cars & Trans. 59.83% 0.0% n/a 26.67%
Computers 73.15% 0.0% n/a 6.67%
Education n/a 60.32% 0.0% 43.53%
Entertainment 5.00% 44.12% 40.91% 0.0%
Finance 56.65% 54.41% 0.0% 0.0%
Food & Drink 0.0% 70.79% n/a 0.0%
Health 0.0% 75.22% n/a 0.0%
Home & Garden 42.86% 33.33% 0.0% 4.76%
Indust. Goods & Serv. 7.14% 0.00% n/a 0.00%
Politics 0.0% 64.31% 0.0% 0.0%
Religion n/a 40.00% 0.0% 0.0%
Science & Math. 0.0% 44.35% 0.0% 37.78%
Social Science 0.0% 55.26% 0.0% 0.0%
Technology 18.18% 0.0% n/a 0.0%
Travel 66.67% 33.33% 0.0% 37.04%
Work n/a 100.00% 75.00% 0.0%

Table 6.10: Exact match ratio for topic and genre based on the results of
the multi-label classification genre-task-topic.
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queries with informational intent in community interest topics. Although
in this case the multi-label classifier is based on the combination of three
facets, it is also interesting to observe the results for each pair of facets in-
volved in the classification process. The results of exact matching among
the values of each pair of facets are reported in Tables 6.9 to Table 6.11.
The best combination is the one integrated by the facets genre-task, that
has an exact match ratio of 56.58%. For these facets the best combination
of pair of values are genre-Business and community-Informational, the
average exact match ratio for the values of the two facets is 72% (see Ta-
ble 6.9). If we observe the results for the combination of the three facets,
genre-Business and community-Informational are also included in the
group of best combinations. In the case of two facets, the exact match
ratio is higher considering that the number of labels is lower than in the
case of multi-label classification with three facets.

The values of the exact match ratio for the other two combinations of
facets, genre-topic and task-topic, are 46.97% and 48.15% respectively.
According to the facet which is combined, topic shows good results for
different group of values. Each facet influences in a different way to the
other facet. For example, the best combination of values for genre-topic
is Community-Work and for task-topic the best combinations of values
is Not Informational-Finance. Although the two combinations include
the facet topic, the topic with the highest accuracy is different for each
combination.

Partial Class Label Matching

In the same way that in Section 6.2.2, we report now the results of the
multi-label classification for the individual facets. We compare these re-
sults with the results obtained with single-label classification.

Table 6.13 shows the performance evaluation of the multi-label clas-
sification for the facet genre. In general, we obtain very similar results to
the multi-label classification based on the combination genre-objective
(see Table 6.7). The difference between the results of the two multi-label
classifications is not high, the combination genre-objective has slightly
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Task
Topic Informational Not Informational Ambiguous
Adult 39,13% 44,00% 0.0%
Arts & Culture 47,26% 12,50% 16,67%
Cars & Trans. 18.18% 60.91% 33.33%
Computers 0.0% 65,38% 9.09%
Education 48,48% 0.0% 55.10%
Entertainment 22,08% 28,33% 26.09%
Finance 42,37% 70,87% 12.12%
Food & Drink 65,31% 0.0% 0.0%
Health 70,73% 50.00% 16.67%
Home & Garden 20,83% 46.84% 0.0%
Indust. Goods & Serv. 8,33% 0.0% 0.0%
Politics 66,43% 0.0% 0.0%
Religion 33.33% 0.0% n/a
Science & Math. 48,50% 0.0% 0.0%
Social Science 50,00% 0.0% n/a
Technology 0.0% 20.00% n/a
Travel 13.33% 58,16% 43,48%
Work 28.57% n/a n/a

Table 6.11: Exact match ratio for topic and task based on the results of
the multi-label classification genre-task-topic.

better results, but in general the improvements are the same in both cases.
Since genre is the facet that has more positive correlations with other
facets, it could be combined in different ways with several facets.

The results of the multi-label classification for the facet task are
shown in the Table 6.12. In the same way that in Section 6.2.2, the multi-
label classification maintain the good results of the large categories and
improve the results of the small categories. In this case, the large cate-
gory is Informational. For this category, the multi-label classifier yields
similar results than the single label classifier (F-measure=0.82). For the
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Genre Precision Recall F-Measure
Business 0.7170 0.7068 0.7119
Community 0.7116 0.7807 0.7446
News 0.1538 0.3214 0.2081
Reference 0.5908 0.3792 0.4619
Average 0.5433 0.5471 0.5316

Table 6.12: Multi-label classification results based on the combination
genre-task-topic for the facet task (50% training and 50% testing).

Task Precision Recall F-Measure
Informational 0.8235 0.8170 0.8202
Not Informational 0.6923 0.6682 0.6801
Ambiguous 0.2692 0.3150 0.2903
Average 0.5950 0.6001 0.5969

Table 6.13: Multi-label classification results based on the combination
genre-task-topic for the facet genre (50% training and 50% testing).

other two categories, Not Informational and Ambiguous, the multi-label
classifier yields much better results than the single-label classifier.

In Figure 6.6 we can see a comparison between the overall results
(F-measure values) of the multi-label classification and the single-label
classification for the facet task. In this case, we included in the compari-
son the results obtained with the single-label classification of the Chapter
4, where we test a two facets model for the query intent identification. The
idea of this comparison is to appreciate that what make the difference in
the improvement on the prediction results is not the number of facets that
we consider (two or nine), but the combination of these facets. Some pre-
vious works have analyzed several facets, but they have not shown how
these facets can be combined to automatically identify the intent of the
query. As we can see in the Figure 6.6, the best results are obtained with
multi-label classification (combination of facets).
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of single-label and multi-label F-Measure results
for the facet task.

Finally, in Table 6.14 we show the multi-label classification results for
the facet topic. The multi-label classifier provides predictions for eigh-
teen of the twenty considered topics, while with the single-label classi-
fication, five topics obtained F-measure values of zero. Hence, when we
use combinations of facets to train automatic classifiers, the probability to
predict small categories increases. We observe this effect of multi-label
classification in facets like topic and genre. In general, the coverage (re-
call) of topics is substantially increased. The results of the multi-label
classification are more balanced (precision-recall) than the results of the
single-label classification. Figure 6.7 shows the F-measure values for the
two types of classifications. As we can observe, multi-label classification
outperforms single classification in all the topics. In some of them with
remarkable improvements, like Food & Drink and Politics & Government
categories.

In summary, the combination of the facets genre, task and topic is
good for the prediction of each facet. Specially, we show that the coverage
of the facets increases considerably and the precision is more balanced.
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Topic Precision Recall F-Measure
Adult 0.5500 0.4400 0.4889
Arts & Culture 0.2313 0.4625 0.3083
Cars & Trans. 0.7333 0.5704 0.6417
Computers 0.6214 0.6692 0.6444
Education 0.6560 0.5503 0.5985
Entertainment 0.4944 0.4863 0.4904
Finance 0.5927 0.5787 0.5857
Food & Drink 0.7742 0.6545 0.7094
Health 0.6194 0.7111 0.6621
Home & Garden 0.5455 0.4154 0.4716
Indust. Goods & Serv. 0.5000 0.0870 0.1481
Politics 0.7245 0.6553 0.6882
Religion 0.5455 0.3673 0.4390
Science & Math. 0.6293 0.4796 0.5443
Social Science 0.3431 0.5054 0.4087
Technology 0.2000 0.1333 0.1600
Travel 0.6074 0.5430 0.5734
Work 0.0606 0.5714 0.1096
Average 0.5238 0.4934 0.4818

Table 6.14: Multi-label classification results based on the combination
genre-task-topic for the facet topic (50% training and 50% testing).

6.3 Comparison with other Approaches

Given that in the comparison of machine learning techniques done in
Section 4.5, supervised and semi-supervised learning obtained close re-
sults, we compare now the multi-label classification results with the semi-
supervised classification results in order to analyze the effect of to incor-
porate multiple facets into the learning process.

We compare the automatic classification results for the facets genre
(Table 6.15), task (Table 6.16) and objective (Table 6.17). As we can ob-
serve from the tables, the multi-label classification outperforms the semi-
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of single-label and multi-label F-Measure results
for the facet topic.

supervised classification in most of the categories of each facet. The dif-
ference is especially large for the facet objective, where the F-measure
value obtained by multi-label classification is nearly double than the value
obtained by semi-supervised classification.

A particular case are the Ambiguous queries. Although that the results
of multi-label classification for this type of queries improved substantially
with respect to the initial results shown in Chapter 4, specially for the
recall value, the F-measure value is not higher than 0.3. For this type
of queries semi-supervised learning obtains better results than the multi-
label classifier. Given that semi-supervised learning combine labeled with
unlabeled data, this could suggest that this kind of learning is better to
identify queries with an ambiguous nature.

Overall, we can appreciate that using combination of facets into the
learning process, allows to obtain better classification results than those
of the traditional machine learning techniques, like semi-supervised learn-
ing.
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Supervised Semi-supervised
Genre Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Business 0.7620 0.7052 0.7325 0.678 0.582 0.6263
Community 0.7204 0.7874 0.7524 0.621 0.543 0.5794
News 0.2727 0.2143 0.2400 0.543 0.483 0.5112
Reference 0.5561 0.4936 0.5230 0.665 0.576 0.6173

Table 6.15: Comparison of performance of multi-label classification and
semi-supervised learning for the facet genre

Supervised Semi-supervised
Task Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Informational 0.8235 0.8170 0.8202 0.801 0.738 0.7682
Not Informat. 0.6923 0.6682 0.6801 0.506 0.648 0.5683
Ambiguous 0.2692 0.3150 0.2903 0.473 0.411 0.4398

Table 6.16: Comparison of performance of multi-label classification and
semi-supervised learning for the facet task.

Supervised Semi-supervised
Objective Prec. Recall F-Meas. Prec. Recall F-Meas.
Action 0.6762 0.6420 0.6587 0.543 0.385 0.4505
Resource 0.9019 0.9145 0.9082 0.537 0.418 0.4701

Table 6.17: Comparison of performance of multi-label classification and
semi-supervised learning for the facet objective.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter we explore the feasibility of multi-faceted query intent
prediction. We first perform individual classification processes for nine
facets and then we perform multi-label classification of the facets based
on the combination of correlated facets.

The results of the classification of the individual facets are very
promising. The results show that the predictability of the evaluated facets
is good. Since most of the previous research in query intent identification
is oriented to the study of single facets, these results offer a wider spec-
trum of facets that can be used for automatic user intent identification.

We also study the combination of multiple facets to improve the per-
formance of the automatic classification process. Our experimental eval-
uation shows that the combination of facets can effectively improve the
prediction of the query intent. Some previous works have analyzed sev-
eral facets, but they have not shown how these facets can be combined
to automatically identify the intent of the query. As we can see from the
results of our experiments, the best performance is obtained with multi-
label classification.

There are several potential areas for future work, including the study
of optimal combination of facets that could be implemented through
multi-labeled classification.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE WORK

In order that Web search engines continue evolving together with its dy-
namic context, they must provide elements that increase the knowledge of
the behavior of the user and of the needs underlying their queries. In this
thesis we have shown that determining the intent behind the user query
has the potential to highly improve the performance of a Web search en-
gine. The intent of the query has a direct impact in the user as is shown
with the eye tracking analysis of user search behavior that we presented
in Chapter 3. With this study we show that the query intent of the user
affects all the decision processes in the SERP. Different types of query
intent have different implications on users’ search behavior. As a conse-
quence, knowing the intent of the user Web queries could help Web search
engines in the task of associate resources available on the Web with user
goals.

There has been a lot of work in the literature attempting to characterize
the intent of Web-search queries. Much of this work has characterized
query intent in single facets, such as geographical locality, topic, type of
resources required to answer the query, and so on. Although all the early
approaches to identify the intent of the user query are valid, in this thesis
we hypothesize that query intent is a complex phenomena, which can be
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modeled more accurately by considering a multi-dimensional set of facets
that interact with each-other in non-trivial ways. In order to prove our
hypothesis of the multidimensionality of the intent of the user query, we
carry out several experiments that allow us to determine if it is possible to
build a model for accurate identification of query intent based on multiple
facets.

7.1 Main Results

We first present an initial automatic classification of query intent approach
using two facets: the query intent and the topic categories in which the
queries within these intents can be located. Our results show that query
intent can be automatically predicted with accuracy 60%. We observe
that the distribution of the query intent along the topics varies for each
intent, that is, the intent of the query influences the associated topic of that
query. For instance, topics such as Education, News, Science and Society
are mostly informational topics given that more than 80% of the queries
of these topics are associated with the Informational intent. In the same
way, the topics Adult (72%) and Games (58%) show clear association with
the Not Informational intent. These findings are important, because these
kind of relationships between types of intent and topic categories can help
to Web search engines to map incoming search queries to specific content.
Overall, the results of this study are promising because they show that the
combination of several facets can offer more interesting use-cases driven
by the process of query intent identification. A natural next step was to
explore new combinations of facets and new methods that would be able
to take advantage of the combination of multiple facets.

In a more advanced approach to the identification of the multiple
facets of the query intent, we analyze and characterize a wide range of
factors or facets that may be useful for user’s intent identification when
searching for information on the Web. We study some of the most used
facets to characterize user intent, like the two we have studied before, the
task (type of resource) and the topic, we also include other popular facets
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like spatial sensitivity and time sensitivity. As a result of the query log
analysis and of the initial automatic classification results, we also intro-
duce some new facets that we considered useful to the identification of the
query intent like genre (Business, Community, News, Reference) and ob-
jective (Action, Resource). We describe the main features of each facet,
their usefulness, and analyze the relationships among them. From the
analysis of the nine facets, we found more interesting relationships be-
tween the facets, than those relationships that we have found when we
analyzed only two facets. For instance, most of the queries associated
with genre=Business and objective=Action were also related with the
topics Cars & Transportation and Computers & Internet. This associa-
tion of values of facets describe queries with a clear commercial intention.
Nowadays, where the users are not only interested in obtaining what they
are looking for, but also in not be disturbed with what they are not looking
for, this kind of fine-grained description of the query intent would be very
appreciated by the users.

Considering the importance of the relationships between the facets,
we use the analyzed facets for the automatic classification of Web queries.
We first classify the query intent along the nine facets independently and
then we perform multi-label classification of the facets based on the com-
bination of correlated facets. The objective of this procedure is to evaluate
if the automatic classification of queries based on a multi-faceted method
can yield more insights on the query intent of the user, than the insights
obtained with the query classification based on mutually exclusive facets.
The results of the classification of queries using combination of facets are
very promising. They show that the predictability of the evaluated facets
is good and the combination of correlated facets can effectively improve
the prediction of the query intent. Some previous works have analyzed
several facets, but they have not shown how these facets can be combined
to automatically identify the query intent. As we can see from the results
of our experiments, the best performance is obtained with multi-faceted
classification. Given the variety and complexity of the information seek-
ing behaviors, our findings are a first step to a more comprehensive de-
scription of the intents underlying the real needs of the users.
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7.2 Future Work
There are many areas of potential interest for future work, however we
highlight three of them:

• Identification of optimal combinations of facets and multi-faceted
classification methods: This thesis is a first step to a functional
multi-faceted query intent classification, however, there is still work
to do. More study about the best facets and their combination is
needed. The facets explored in this work are useful to the identi-
fication of query intent, but it does not mean that other facets can
not be considered for multi-faceted query intent classification. In
the same way, it is important to experiment with different multi-
label classification methods in order to determine which technique
is more suitable, in terms of effectiveness and scalability.

• Multi-faceted classification of Web content: All the work presented
in this research is concerned with the user queries, however, in order
to be able to give answer to the intent behind the query is necessary
to count with the adequate description of the Web content. If the
query is described through multiple facets, would be desirable to
match the right documents for those facets.

• Personalizing of search engine result page regarding the intent of
the user query: As we show with the eye tracking study of the
behavior of the users in SERPs, the intent influence the browsing
behavior of the users and also the areas of interest in the SERP. Ac-
cording to this, it is very important to adapt the search results to the
needs of the users. The SERP should be completely dynamic and
adapted to each query intent.
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